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Editorial
Djibril al-Ayad

This is the fourth and last issue of TFF in 2015.
Sometimes you need a hit of something beautiful.
Maybe a nice cup of luxurious, exotic tea; maybe a
divinely prepared rice dish; some derivative poetry from
the far future’s distant past; fiercely political, feminist
action fantasies that sing or howl their fury into the
night; or just a little bit of perspective. The stories in
this issue will offer you all of these things, as well as
warmth, energy, beauty and unapologetic hope.
Hope sometimes means you can see light at the end
of the tunnel, sometimes that you think things will get
better (that 190 countries signing a convention will be
enough to keep us alive to the end of the century, say).
Or hope sometimes merely means you have the strength
to keep fighting, to never bow your head, to die on your
feet. Sometimes it takes strength not to stop crying for
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the next in a long line of increasingly dehumanized
corpses.
It’s been a pretty scary year—millions of people
driven from their homes, fascists of all stripes squirming
out of the woodwork like the worms they are to take
advantage of the unease and panic caused by these huge
population movements and the violence that displaced
them. At the same time, some great supportive and
progressive movements have also also raised their fists
to keep hope alive. But, shit. What a year on all fronts.
In this, TFF’s tenth anniversary year, we released
Accessing the Future, a disability-themed SF anthology
co-edited by Kathryn Allan. Now TFF-X: Ten years of
The Future Fire has just appeared, our celebration
anthology featuring fifteen short stories and fourteen
shorter, experimental pieces (poems, drama, pseudocriticism, absurdism) to showcase some of the best of
the last decade and our hopes and desires for the next.
And we’ve been putting together an anthology of panMediterranean horror and fantasy stories, poems and
multi-lingual tales, Fae Visions of the Mediterranean,
which is due out in a few months.
So let’s celebrate hope. If fierce, political, inclusive
and diverse science fiction, fantasy, horror and weird
can serve as a tonic to boost our capacity for hope even
the littlest bit, let’s strive to keep making it.
Djibril al-Ayad, December 2015
Comment on the stories in this issue on the TFF blog:
djibrilalayad.blogspot.com/2015/12/new-issue201535.html
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Sonnets from the “New
Heart’s Ease”
Z. Finch
[Excerpted from The New Heart’s Ease: An
Introduction And Analysis, ed. Finch et. al. From
Chapter 7, “The Chatterton Codex.”]

Illustration © 2015, L.E. Badillo.

The destruction of the New Heart’s Ease ranks among
the most piquant mysteries of our time. Who can forget
the excitement of its discovery? How many childhood
evenings did we spend riveted to our screens, watching
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the excavation unfold—perhaps the first real media
event of the age of deep-space broadcasting technology?
For younger readers, some history may be in order.
The New Heart’s Ease was a colony ship, launched
from Sestos in the Arcturus system in late 2364. In some
ways, it was typical of its day: A generation ship, it
carried two hundred and fifty voyagers, who expected to
live out their days en route to the planet they hoped their
grandchildren would settle.
In other ways, however, the New Heart’s Ease was
unusual. As Sestos launching records show, it was
commissioned by an obscure colony of artists, and was
designed in part as an “aesthetic statement.” Its charter
included the stipulation that its inhabitants continue to
practice their disciplines during the journey. Had the
voyage gone according to plan, the colonists would have
populated their new world with artists (an experiment
whose possible drawbacks, though intriguing grounds
for speculation, will here be left unexplored out of
respect for the dead).
Four decades into its journey, the ship’s messages
back to Sestos abruptly broke off. Regrettable though it
seems, this was all too common an outcome for colony
ships in those pre-hyperdrive days: the distances were
vast, the undertakings risky, and the home worlds
entirely unequipped for rescue missions. Sestos sent no
investigators, and the New Heart’s Ease disappeared
from the historical record, unmarked and unmourned.
Until, thirty years ago, a high-speed ship of the
contemporary fleet stumbled across the hulk. The
wreckage it found astonished the worlds. No one can
forget the images: the lonely gleam of the rescue ships’
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lanterns, the dark, sweeping curves of the petal-shaped
hull…
And yet, even as the excavation revealed more about
the ship’s creators, it also deepened their mystery. Just
what had been the intentions of this art-ship’s creators?
Why the eight vast figures, winged and haloed, limned
across the cargo-bay vaults? Why the design of the
living spaces, with their trapdoors, revolving platforms,
and stockpiles of horned masks and erotic automata?
And why had the entire aft exterior been designed to
mimic one of Earth’s legendary lost cathedrals,
complete with gargoyles, two ornate spires, and sixteen
pairs of (elegant, but functionally useless) flying
buttresses?
Similar questions plague our attempts to reconstruct
the ship’s demise. We may never know the cause of the
explosive decompression that killed the settlers (as well
as blowing the heads off all the pieces in the command
deck’s sculpture-garden, which is believed to have
reproduced the entire contents of the legendary Bargello
Gallery, as well as an impressive full-scale replica of
Mikkel-Vangelis’ Dying Slave).
Of course, theories abound; the most widely
accepted suggests a structural weakness in the ship’s
fore hull, whose unusual design incorporated a sixmeter circular window.1 However, the real cause of the
disaster will probably never be known.
The colonists left little in the way of explanation.
With ship data banks ravaged by centuries of deepspace radiation, we are left to try to recreate their lives
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  In a style believed to have once been called either rayonnant, or perhaps
rose. For further reading and architectural diagrams, see Appendix 7 [not
reproduced in this edition, for reasons of both space and metaphysics].	
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from the physical artifacts they left behind—a struggle
much like the one we have faced with our own ancestral
planet since the Earthflare Catastrophe.
Luckily, among the pansy fantasias and mechanical
puppets, the ship has yielded a few written records that
survive in self-consciously old-fashioned forms. It is to
one of these that we now turn: the so-called “Chatterton
codex,” from which the following chapter presents an
annotated selection.
When introducing the Chatterton poems to new
readers, we face the question: How to frame these
pieces in the context of the visual works the Sestos
colonists left behind? Perhaps like this: Like those
physical artifacts, they seem characterized by an intent
interest in dredging the blurred and fissured history of
old Earth’s art. The New Heart’s Ease’s aesthetevoyagers seem to have spent much time absorbed in
studying history. Such a task would have inherent
frustrations, given the lacunae that the Flare Catastrophe
has left in our knowledge of the details of our ancestors’
world.
In trying to fathom the settlers’ motives, historians
have postulated endless reasons. Were they simply
intellectual masochists? Did some aspect of their
strange, closed society lead them to place heightened
value on digging through a broken past?
A few researchers (cf. Taiwo, Navalagi) have gone
so far as to suggest the colonists may have glorified the
very raggedness of the records. Did they make an
aesthetic game of seeking the knowable, and filling in
the gaps between? Did this fill some kind of spiritual
need? Such a cult’s rituals are hard to imagine, but they
are not beyond the reach of possibility. Further, is it
7
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conceivable that this might, somehow, have played a
role in their mysterious demise?
Speculation can lead the mind down strange paths.
Perhaps this is why so much of the conjecture about the
New Heart’s Ease feels, at this distance, less like
scholarship than storytelling. Given the lack of concrete
anthropological evidence, it seems probable that the
people and works of the ill-fated vessel—the bizarre
fragments of writing, sculpture, tapestry and music they
created during their forty years between the stars—are
destined to remain an unexplained legacy: a gift from
and to the universe, a whimsy, and an abiding puzzle.
We turn now to the Chatterton Codex.
The hypotheses about the Chatterton poet can be
briefly summarized. She was certainly young; the odds
are good that she had been born on the ship. The
Chatterton texts may have been the spontaneous
productions of an over-exuberant imagination, or—
perhaps more likely—were set as an educational project
by a tutor or pedagogue, as they draw heavily on
preserved classics of archaic Earth poetry. (We assume,
based on both available evidence and principles of
parsimony extracted from history, that the poet was
female, though some of the pieces show a cheerful
disregard for gender fixity.)
The pieces do not lend themselves to any obvious
overarching interpretation, though they repeat certain
broad themes (e.g. love, the constellations, and a certain
fondness for robots). These are hardly remarkable
subjects for a young poet, terrestrial or otherwise;
indeed, for one who had spent her life on a flower8
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shaped starship and been raised not to expect to see
planetfall, they may verge on the predictable. On the
other hand, we might view them as a reminder that poets
across the centuries have shared similar obsessions,
particularly those who have spent too much time
looking at the stars.
Our present excerpt reproduces six short pieces,
which the editors consider representative of the
Chatterton collection as a whole. They are accompanied
by footnotes, which represent our best attempts to
identify the source texts on which the Chatterton poet
based her variations. We must consider ourselves lucky,
of course, to retain these ancient texts, even as we
lament the historical details of context and authorship
lost to the Catastrophe.
We hope the reader will enjoy projecting herself
back to a time when these verses—and their authors—
would have been widely known. One imagines the
Chatterton poet engaged in a similar flight of fancy. A
melancholy enterprise, to be sure, for all its charm: to
explore in imagination a distant homeworld, full of
travellers, bridges, and now-vanished flowers, that
neither the writer nor her readers can ever hope to see.
Alert readers will note that the sixth selection is not,
in fact, a sonnet, but a two-part pastoral in iambic
tetrameter. But it, too, is representative, for although the
manuscript bears the title (scrawled, in old-fashioned
ink on paper, in a laborious neo-Gothic hand) Sonnets
from the ‘New Heart’s Ease,’ a good half of the codex’s
poems bear no relation to the sonnet form whatever.
Whether this was intended as irony on the author’s part
will, alas, never be known.
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#1. The Traveller.
A Moral Tale from Far-Away.
I met a traveller from a distant star,
Who said: “A dark-faced satellite revolves
Around my planet. Sunk in like a scar
A black door lies. Its carving says: ‘Who solves
This riddle may learn of the wondrous things
That my great makers built with their small hands:
Steel birds with iron throats, cities with wings,
Genies who coughed up fire… We fused sand
To glass, cities to ash. Beware our wrath
And look upon our strength!’ Below, the sea
And sky lie waste and dead.”
Stopped on our path,
I asked him home with me, to rest and stay,
He and all his companions. “I journey
Alone,” he said, and went upon his way.2
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  The source text for this sonnet is believed to be the work of a poet known as
Pi Bi Shall-ye, who, records suggest, thrived in the first half of the preEarthflare (P.E.) 1800s.
Although scholars possess a fair amount of information about Shall-ye, there
is ongoing debate about which sources should be considered valid and which
unreliable. It is not, for example, entirely clear whether Shall-ye kept her heart
in a bureau; whether she did or did not invent androids; and whether she died
of brain cancer, or by falling off a boat.
It has been further suggested that “Shall-ye” may have originally been two
entities now conflated into one. Bautista has put forward the possibility that
Shall-ye was a pair of twins (conjoined?), while Hoàng opines that one, or
both, may have been male. Please see Appendix 7 for further discussion.
Interpretations of the original text—whose central conceit involves “vast…
legs of stone” abandoned in a desert—vary widely. In a reversal from earlier
scholarship, recent consensus inclines to the view that the reference is to a
ruined monument of human ruler and not, however tempting the conclusion, to
the mummified corpse of a Titan Automaton.	
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#2. On Immortality.
The poet’s song to her robot love.
Not dotage, nor the slow cascading shame
of ages will erode your splendid face;
your mouth, like amber, will preserve my name
long after I fall to my final grace.
Let others wrack their hearts with griefs and fears;
lay roses under crumbling musty stones;
spill their hearts’ blood in lakes of salty tears
to wet their lovers’ dry and dusty bones.
Through my apocalypse you will walk tall
in sunset lands. Your grating iron breath
will challenge and survive my final fall,
the cease of passion, and the end of flesh.
Then, love, remember me, who still defies
her numbered days in your bright numbered eyes.3
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
3 The original of this text is attributed to one Wim Shaxperd, a name perhaps
familiar to antiquarians. She is believed to have thrived c. P.E. 1500-1600,
under the Emperatrix Isobathy First.
The extant accounts of Shaxperd’s life are more than usually contradictory. If
all credible sources are to be believed, she was simultaneously a glove-maker,
a Countess, a nom de plume, a time traveler, a Spaniard, and (as Hoàng
suggests) a boy.
We have an unusual number of Shaxperd’s poems and fragments. The source
text for this Chatterton poem begins,
“Not marble, nor the gilded monuments
Of princes, shall outlive this powerful rhyme…”
Its central conceit, which is somewhat obscure and may be metaphorical,
seem to involve immortality. Eternal life has been put on the table, attainable
via some form of alchemical reaction. The feasibility of generating the said
reaction depends—in a way not made quite clear by the text—upon both the
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#3. An Old Spaceman Sings to the Dark.
Enumerating the Chambers of the Heart.
How do I love Space? Let me count the ways:
I love it as the Lord loves those She calls
To tumble through our slow, infinite days
Up in Her infinite and silent halls.
I love it endlessly, as men below
Love without end the foam or sand or sky.
I love its cold, as children love the snow;
Its weightlessness, as children love to fly.
I love its distant fires, with a joy
I first learned in the darkness of old Earth
When I chased fireflies through endless night;
And when the time comes for my second birth,
I will shoot out again like that swift boy,
Burning with love as I spin down through light.4

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
sincerity of the poet’s love and her skill at elaborating cenotaphs: apparently, a
not-uncommon symbolic juxtaposition in amatory poetry of the time.
Despite the allusion to “the living record of your memory,” consensus is
near-complete that it should not be seen as a literal reference to either
cognitive upload or brain transfer. (Jayaraman, however, makes a convincing
argument to the contrary; see Appendix 7.)	
  
4	
  The source text of this piece is attributed to one Ebby Bronen.
Bronen worked in England during the long reign of the Emperatrix Vectoria.
Little is known about the poet’s life.
There is some debate, especially from Hoàng, about whether Bronen was one
of the rare, ‘minor,’ male poets of the age. (See especially Appendix 7.)	
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#4. The Beauty of the Newer World.
The poet defends her choice of muse to her antique
inspirers.
My mistress’ eyes are nothing like the sun:
In fact, they’re more like stoplights. For her skin,
It’s less like swans than scaffolding, and none
Could claim her hair is more like silk than tin.
You, ancient bards! you’d mock my choice of muse.
Your lovers were all roses, perfume, air.
But could you see her, you’d choose as I choose:
—Her breasts like mountains veined with silver, hair
Sparking with lightning, cheek like gelid wine
Pressed on my heated shoulder; and, below,
Her form silver as shadows, sharp, sublime
As marbles, mountains, glaciers, deserts, snow.
And when she laughs, she’s lovely and unplanned
As any woman made by Nature’s hand.5
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This is the second piece whose source text is attributed to Wim Shaxperd, c.
PE 1500~1600. For more on her life, see Footnote 2.
While the source text for this piece is well established, scholars disagree
strongly about what effect Shaxperd may have been aiming for. Consider, e.g.,
lines 3 and 4 of the sonnet:
“If snow be white, why then her breasts are dun;
If hairs be wires, black wires grow on her head.”
These lines alone have generated substantial debate: Given that the period is
believed to have been only Middle-Low on the Chatelet Technology Scale,
should we understand the beloved as having been literally capable of extruding
artificial filaments from her scalp?	
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#5. On the Climbing of Metaphorical Bridges.
The Cynical Spacer, in the Dense Silence of Earth
Orbit, is Inspired to Poetry.
“Earth has not anything to show more fair”:
That’s Wordsworth, but I’ll take him on.—Since I
Have nothing else to do up here, more high
Than Wordsworth ever climbed the wide stone stair
Of London Bridge. (Or was that Westminster?
It doesn’t matter.) Well: with poet’s eye
He looked down on his city, and the sky
Was filled with aching music.
… Seems I care,
More than I ever knew, about that wan
Green eye below—the little world apart.
In silence here, we look down, once again,
To find the world, tiny, no bigger than
My fist pressed tight against the windowpane,
The size of my small, roaring, human heart.6
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The source text is attributed to Wem Warsworth, believed to have thrived
P.E. 1700s~1800s.
The Chatterton poet here engages with the earlier poet and the original poem
on an unusually intimate level, using the poet’s preferred nom de lettres, and
referring to the bridge upon which the original poem is set.
Warsworth is a writer much associated with Earth’s nature, and the original
text evokes a “city… asleep.” The images employed—of a human world “open
unto the fields” and sky, “all bright and glittering in the smokeless air”—seem
particularly poignant when read from our position.
Though aspects of the text seem prophetic—especially the last line, in which
the city’s “mighty heart is lying still”—most scholars think Warsworth, like
Shaxperd in 1.1, was exploiting a metaphor for evocative effect, and was
probably not a precocious dabbler in the field of polistic consciousness.
A note on names: The true spelling of this writer’s name is a source of
ongoing debate. While some evidence exists for an authentic orthography of
“Words-worth,” as used by the Chatterton poet, this seems so implausibly
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#6. Part One: An Ascension.
The Passionate God to His Love.
Come live with me and be my love,
And I will swing you up above
The stews and cities, broils and wars
Into the peaceful field of stars.
And we will lie upon the floes
Of milky ice, where no man goes,
And fly where the white ravens fly,
And drink the fountains of the sky.
Your beauty, drap’d in silver thread
Pulled from the full moon’s spider-web,
And wrapped in jeweled Orion’s belt,
Will spark the cold North Star to melt;
And I will make your body fresh
And burn away your earthy flesh
In starry rivers, which will wreathe
Your hands in lights, and fill your breath.
I’ll cut thee out in little lights,
And love thee through ten thousand nights;
And thou wilt never need to die,
But walk in beauty endlessly.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
felicitous for a poet that most scholars, invoking the principle of Ockham’s
Kariss, agree that it is almost certainly a pseudonym.
The Chatterton poet, while addressing Warsworth by her chosen name, also
playfully amuses herself by imagining Warsworth as male.	
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So leave thy father and thy stove,
And be a goddess up above.
If my entreaties may thee move,
Come live with me and be my love.7
#6. Part Two: A Retrogression.
The Maid’s Reply to the Sky God.
If all the earth and sky were young,
And truth lived on every god’s tongue,
They sweet endearments might me move
To live with thee and be thy love.
But Time pulls stars from sky to ground,
And swings the earth on her slow round,
And lovers’ full moons wane again,
Above the gods as over men.
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This piece is attributed with fairly high confidence to C. Marloe, a
contemporary of Shaxperd, who would have thrived in the 1600s.
Consonant with the general uncertainty that clouds this period, some
researchers have put forth the idea that Marloe did not in fact exist, but was a
secondary identity created by Shaxperd. There is also some support for the
inverse theory—i.e. that the fictional Shaxperd may have been an invention of
the historical Marloe.
Elaborating on these postulates, recent papers have also explored the notions
that the actual Shaxperd and Marloe (assuming we grant historical existence to
one or both), might have been collaborators (per Visser), lovers (per Fenech)
and/or, one or both, male (per Hoàng, obviously).
Proponents of another recent hypothesis suggest that both Marloe and
Shaxperd were themselves inventions of an as-yet-unidentified third party. The
identity of this poet has been suggested to be identifiable with an alchemist, an
abbess, or another Spaniard; or (a view held by a minority) all of the above.
For a concise summary by Timblo of recent developments, please see
Appendix 7.	
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How doth your love if she outstays
The end of her ten thousand days?
Thy gown will fade, thy love will shiver,
Forsaken by the starry river.
I have known maids of weaker will
Who walked with gods up the tall hill:
We see them now in darkling skies,
A thousand grieving pairs of eyes.
The night wind sobs, “Maidens, beware,”
As we comb out our night-black hair;
The cold wind sighs, “I thought I’d wed,”
As we prepare our vestal beds.
No, I will keep to house and stove
And leave the sky to gods above.
When truth and faith your hearts improve,
I’ll take thee then, and be thy love.8
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
8

This piece has generally been attributed to one Sir Walter Rally, or Raleigh.
She would have been a near contemporary of Marloe and Shaxperd.
We do not know whether Rally’s riposte to Marloe (whose historical
existence, as the reader will at this point have gathered, is in serious doubt) is
pure poetic conceit, or had its roots in some actual interaction. It should also go
without saying that we are not certain if Rally actually existed.
We would like to take this opportunity to point out the way in which the
question summarizes the difficulties—of epistemology, of ontology, of
historicity—raised by the work of the Chatterton poet. If we could set aside the
mysteries bequeathed to us by the information loss of old Earth’s records, or
those of the New Heart’s Ease, we would still find that uncertainty arises when
we try to see through the layers of misdirection behind which poets have
cloaked, down through the millennia, not only their meanings but their
identities. How can we hazard with any confidence what Rally’s intentions
may have been, vis-à-vis Marloe, when we have only the scantiest information
regarding the world they inhabited? How can we attribute individual
motivations, when we cannot be certain that either Rally or Marloe ever
actually lived?	
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Closing Thoughts
The customary editorial conclusion provides both a
synthesis of the foregoing material, and a kind of
soothing closure. However, the Chatterton Codex
challenges such efforts. All the productions of the New
Heart’s Ease—so unnervingly untethered from
context—defy us to try to extract from them either
coherence or comfort.
Separated from the evidence by such a span of years,
at what point does the researcher enter into the realm
traditionally reserved for the poet—the realm, that is,
not of historical science but of invention—and find
herself spinning stories out of the tenuous fragments
that remain to us, in order to assuage our terror of the
abysses that constantly open below our feet, threatening
to swallow the knowledge of our own past?
We live in the grip of such questions. Across the gulf
of so many centuries, our grasp of allusion grows
tenuous; symbolism and allegory crumble away. As the
context of the original writer recedes, dissolving into the
blur of time and of information loss, we feel less and
less sure of being able to extract any meaning from her
works, unless it be the philosophical certainty that we
are all subject to the passage of time.
As Rally points out (whoever she may really have
been, whatever she may really have meant), entropy is
always at our heels. Flowers wither, coral shatters, even
starships die.
We, your editors, have found ourselves staring into
such abysses throughout this project. We have found
that, the longer one reads, the less stable one begins to
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feel. One starts to doubt one’s own feet on the ground,
the stability of one’s position in time, even the
immutability of one’s individuality. The philosophical
uncertainties our researches evoke—Will our voices live
beyond us when we’re gone? Can we be sure we’re any
more real, ourselves, than these historically dubious
ghosts?—are enough to distract anyone from tool or
text; they are enough to haunt dreams.
Indeed, we confess that we have begun to find the
coherence of our own identities imperiled by these
metaphysical ruminations. We acknowledge it with
humility, and not entirely without fear.
We will allow ourselves, then, to make good our
escape from this vortex of signification with what
certainty we still posses intact. In closing, we beg the
reader’s permission to refer you one last time to
Appendix 7, where, we hope, whatever ambiguities
remain may find their resolution. And we once more
commend the reader to considering works of the past,
where—although, even while illuminating the vistas of
a lost and distant world, it also threatens the sense of
solidity we depend on for the present—we are usually in
good company.
Spare a thought, reader, for the Chatterton poet: as
she exists now, in our unsure reconstructions; as she
was then, swimming between the stars and in the black
lakes of history; as she was destined to become, when,
in the moment of a single percussive blast, her voice
broke off and her biography, with her breath, vanished
into the silence of space and the vast, chaotic ignorance
of time. And perhaps—if we may put in a request, we
whose voices will sound or have sounded in the reader’s
mind from some point in her past (or, who knows?, her
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future)—perhaps you might spare a thought for us,
entities increasingly uncertain and unmoored in space
and time, as well.
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The Rice Mother in Red
Pear Nuallak

Illustration © 2015, Robin E. Kaplan.

Nisa expects no dinner guests, but the rice goddess sees
no reason to await her invitation.
Phra Mae Phosop arrives in a rush of red silk and
billowing steam, springing out of Nisa’s rice cooker,
bare feet landing solidly on the laminate floor. The
goddess turns, face framed from ear to forehead in
finely wrought gold, and regards the human stumbling
away from her with perfect calm.
Nisa gazes back and brings trembling palms together
in greeting. “My lady, would you—may I offer you
dinner?”
When Phosop’s nostrils flare, Nisa becomes sharply
aware of her childish grasp of Thai, her comfortable
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leggings and bobbly pink jumper, the dusty clutter of
her tiny apartment. A small, reasonable part of herself
understands she can’t possibly know how to receive the
presence of a celestial being, but her face still heats with
shame. She makes small, apologetic noises and carefully
peers into the rice cooker.
The rice goddess resists the urge to smile. Instead,
she plays her part by reclining on the sofa with Darani
the cat, fingers buried in smoke-coloured fur, resolutely
ignoring Nisa as she clears away stacks of paper to
make room for herself.
When she sets down two dishes of hot rice and crispskinned sardines, one on the coffee table and the other
on the floor next to her, Darani is enticed away from the
goddess.
Nisa kneels at the coffee table and attempts a bright,
friendly voice. “My lady has made friends with the
cat?”
“That is my cat.”
“Oh, is it?” said Nisa. “I was wondering where she’d
come from. Well, I’m glad. You’d better take her
home.”
“Do not presume to tell me what I should do. I am,
after all, the one who puts food in your belly.” Phosop
looks meaningfully at Nisa’s dish. “Surely your mother
and father told you to finish all the rice on your plate
and never waste a single grain? You’d starve utterly if
not for our work.”
Nisa considers explaining that most her meals
comprise pasta or Mama instant noodles, but thinks
better of it.
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“Bold, to meddle with that which belongs to me.
Ignorant, too—how did you not know this cat has the
touch of a god?”
“Please, my lady. I meant no offence.” Her head
begins to throb; the rice goddess plays her voice like an
instrument, each phrase a study in mockery. She wishes
Robin were here, with their level head and gentle hands,
but remembers her best friend isn’t talking to her.
Phosop smiles and leans forward.

What Nisa did know at the beginning of the week
was how the tap water chilled her fingers when she
washed the rice, which told her it was time to wrap
herself in wool and savour long-simmered pork bones
and bitter melon in clear broth. November made London
all of an unrelenting greyness, days beginning with a
gasp and shiver, ending much the same. As she pulled
on warm layers in cheering colours to ward off the crisp,
bitter air and laced up her favourite black glitter boots
over thick socks, she looked forward to the comfort of
mundane routine, a day like any other.
That was not what happened.
She opened her door to a procession of people in
loincloths bearing a flower-covered bamboo cage, a
procession which the surrounding city ignored utterly.
Each figure was sketched onto the world like chalk on
pavement; Nisa watched blurred red buses and school
children pass behind them. As voices lifted in song
heard only by her ears, she found herself mourning her
grandparents’ first language, a family she’d never
known, histories lost, roots buried. She recognised
certain features in each person, her father’s elegant
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hands, her mother’s strong jaw, jutting cheekbones,
bluntness of chin: a vocabulary of the body was all she
could understand. A yearning ache worked through her,
thudding heart to fingertips.
Only the bamboo cage remained when she blinked
away tears. It sat neatly in front of her, fragrant,
unblemished blooms woven onto the lid, pale jasmine
and curled rak, pink roses and yolk-bright dao-rueang.
Inside sat a dust-coloured cat with peridot eyes. She
shared its quiet and watchful gaze, added cat food to her
shopping list and a vet appointment to her errands.
Pigeons fluffed against chill morning air huddled
together, barely stirring as Nisa rustled past them,
hefting cage and cat in a large Ikea bag.
As she waited for the vet to call her in, she thought
about texting Robin. Her thumbs hesitated over the
touchscreen. Nisa had been raised to think of spirits and
deities as myths shut up safely in books, a heritage to be
calmly read and studied when it could only be
experienced at a remove, not ghost-games and stories
matter-of-factly shared in everyday life. Tapping out the
letters would make the morning’s events unnecessarily
real; clearly, it was some kind of prank whose silliness
was exaggerated by a mind slightly raw from poor
sleep. Better to ignore it entirely and stick to the facts.
The flurry of messages went like this:
I literally found a cat outside my flat this morning??
Nx
Just at the vet’s now. Nx
Hmm do you think we could go to the hotpot place
this week? Haven’t been for ages. Lots to talk about!
Miss you. Nxxx
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My sisters once asked me why humans only knew
my name, Phosop. We’re all rice goddesses of
unknowable ages, Phosi, Nopdara, Chanthewi,
Srisuchada, and Phosop. Our first memories are one and
the same, of our decision to leave the heavens and tread
rough mountains, agile seas and fish leaping beneath our
feet, eager to meet the earth and perform our duty. Yet
it’s my single likeness that humans mould onto their
statues and paint in their murals, my sole name to whom
they address their devotions.
I should like to believe my sisters’ question free of
envy, which is base and unsightly and therefore better
left to men, so I reminded my sisters that mortals pay
homage to all of us in certain villages, recognising our
many names and guises: we may be young ladies in sbai
and chada, old women in farmers’ hats and lace blouses,
or yellow-eyed hawks swooping across the firmament,
but we are all known by the rice sheaf we bear.
“Mortals may not know each of our names, but they
know that rice mothers are many,” I said. My sisters
seemed content as I smiled to myself, secret thoughts
warming my heart. They didn’t notice their question
remained unanswered.
“You love to be known,” Thorani murmured to me
once, when we were alone.
I pulled a comb of fragrant wood through the length
of her hair. “My sisters are far more generous than I,
true mothers who give all of themselves. As grain gods,
it’s our duty feed the world, and I’ll not begrudge that—
but claiming what’s mine is right and just, in turn.”
“But you choose to hide your desire.”
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I shrugged, seeing no reason to explain why my
sisters’ esteem mattered so much. I was not like them,
and I was not like Thorani; the duty and conviction of
the earth mother differed from mine.
All goddesses of this land were ancient before
language, but we answered as politely as we could to
new names when mortals welcomed a new order which
pushed us beneath gods and enlightened sages of
patriarchal aspect. There have always been fools who
forget the true owner of rice. A regrettable mistake on
their part: goddesses bring death as well as life.
Still, we arrive when honest farmers who invite us
each year, give us our food and our beauty, and
apologise to us when required. On earthly Fridays the
women hold mirrors high before us so we can see our
own beauty. Offerings are laid out, sweet, mild desserts
and sour fruits to suit our cravings, perfume and talcum
powder to make us lovely.
So propitiated, this is our obligation:
In the fields to become full and heavy, green and
gold. This is how our people may eat.
We hear and give answer to human pleading for
health, prosperity, anything at all which makes the truth
of mortality easier to bear. This is how our people may
live.
For all this, is it any surprise a mother may want
something which is hers alone?

In that week of November, Robin’s phone buzzed in
their trouser pocket at the same moment they noticed a
woman of a certain height standing by the river. She
leaned against the railing, peering into the morning mist.
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With her sharp black outfit, cocoon coat above
platform boots, she looked like any other urbane
Londoner. Robin was fairly sure why such a person
hung around Shad Thames at this hour.
“Are you early for the press view, too?”
She answered with a gap-toothed smile and a wink
accented by a flick of lotus-blue eyeliner. “Why don’t
we have a little fun?”
“There’s a coffee bar inside the museum.” It’d be
warm and lively, perfect to catch up with people they
knew and get to know others they didn’t. The woman
took long moments to consider the proposition, playing
with the length of her high braided ponytail, ombredyed, black grading to rich turquoise. Robin glanced
down at their phone. 9:35, plenty of time, and a flutter
of delight upon seeing Nisa’s three texts. Their thumb
hovered over the screen when the woman finally
replied.
“Wouldn’t you rather share rock cakes and tea with
Mother Thames? I’ve been meaning to visit her. It’s
been such a long time.”
“Sorry, what?”
But when Robin felt breath on their neck, arms
wrapped round their waist, their head emptied of a need
for answers. In its place rose a desire to be with her, and
when she took them down into the river, their last
thought was how she smelled like frangipani.

I must be clear that we who are goddesses have seen
many things. Our absences are not for want of love or
tolerance.
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After the harvest, grain and goddess rested in rice
barns that humans held sacred to us, a sanctity different
to that of a temple. Amorous young people crept into
these private, sweet-smelling places so they could
couple with each other before taking vows, finding the
quietude within agreeable to their purposes, a silence
they filled with giggling and other unspeakably irritating
noises. After a hard year’s growing and the indignities
of being threshed and winnowed, I wanted peace. Even
my sisters, on the whole more patient creatures than I,
agreed with me on this.
We sought a home just to the side of where we
worked, tucked away on a plane not-quite-earth,
planting a house in the middle of a great garden, a tall,
stilt-legged structure in teak. Phosi grew fruit, coconuts
weighing with juice, mangoes to make you weep,
chillies that curl and beckon. Under the shade of
splendid tamarind trees, Nopdara may be found
throwing pottery, tracing designs in haematite.
Chanthewi slept in the highest room of the house and
rose in the evenings to chart the skies. Srisuchada wove
at her great loom and occasionally writing poetry.
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I kept cats, feeding all six of them fish and rice from
my hand. As we protected rice stalks from the
depredations of mice and water monitors, cats chased
immortal cockroaches and other such vermin from our
cupboards. It warmed my heart to know they performed
such things out of their own appetite; it would bore me
utterly to have companions who felt an obligation
towards me.
But now one of my cats has gone, my favourite, the
kitten left underneath a rice barn before we departed
earth for the first time. I’ve walked the boundaries of
our home and called for her, set out objects scented with
myself, but she will not come.
Phosi took one look at me and began pounding the
chilli salt of paradise. Nopdara chose my favourite
dishes and laid Phosi’s young mangoes on them. All my
sisters save Chanthewi gathered around me.
“Perhaps one of us left the gate open,” said
Srisuchada, looking up from her verse, “though I
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believe we locked everything on our return. The last one
to depart from our place was—oh…”
“Thorani, I believe, after our party,” said Phosi,
peeling a mango held flat in her hand, her knife moving
swiftly under its pale green skin. “She can be a little
careless if she gets into high spirits, that one.”
I stared at an empty spot on the table, then my lap.
After a couple of breaths, I said, “I’m not sad.”
Nopdara patted my hand and pushed the dipping
bowl towards me.

Death and fear did not occur to Robin; there was
only the thrill of travelling in her arms as the river
gently received them both, parting into a dark, gleaming
corridor. After long moments they came to a grotto
decorated in mosaic, offerings from centuries past, worn
coins, pilgrim’s badges, icons, flip phones. Shifting light
filtered through a blown glass ceiling.
Standing before a table laden with food was a
woman who could only be Mother Thames, crowned in
shell and purple loosestrife. Her fitted canvas dress
showed pale against deep brown skin and soft, murky
water, flesh flowing into river and back again. “Guests!
How lovely. Khongkha’s not with you?”
“Why, no,” said the woman, “you know what time of
year it is. It’s just me and my companion.”
Robin smiled nervously. The high ebbed away;
delicate fingers of doubt crept in, memories of people
waiting for them, a cantankerous goateed editor
awaiting copy due that afternoon, two fiercely loving
grandmothers, and a round-faced young woman who
could make them laugh like no-one else.
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They were offered rock cakes studded with jewellike fruit and tea brewed from pale, delicate, narrow
leaves. Dishes of steamed cockles, goose sandwiches,
and samphire with vinegar appeared at a wave of
Mother Thames’ hand.
“There’s no trickery here, love,” she chuckled. “Eat
of my bread and salt with no fear. Perhaps you’ll prefer
these?”
While the woman and Mother Thames talked of
tributaries, offerings, and pollution levels, Robin tasted
a spoonful each from a plate of brown stew fish with
hard food and a platter of deep fried carp with threeflavoured sauce. These were specialities strictly guarded
by each of their grandmothers, proudly laid side-by-side
at family gatherings. They weren’t quite right under the
river, the flavours less sure, the textures odd. They set
down their spoon and nibbled at a rock cake.
When they returned to the surface, the corridor
subsiding into quiet tide, the woman giggled as she let a
flick of river water soak Robin head to toe. They
spluttered and shivered as they checked their phone. It
had escaped the drenching, Nisa’s three messages were
still there, and the time remained 9:35. The woman
watched them expectantly.
“Why did you do that?” Robin dared to let irritation
harden the edge of their voice. “All of that,”—they
waved at the Thames—”and all of this?” They gestured
to their dripping hair.
She tilted her head and answered with quiet
confusion at having to state so obvious a fact. “Because
I wanted to.”
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“I can’t go to the press view like this! Best I can
hope for is dying of hypothermia before my editor starts
asking questions.”
The woman took them by the elbow. They both
reached the entrance to the Design Museum in a single
bound, clean and dry.
“Well,” they said, the words sticking in their throat,
“what’s your name, anyway? I’m Robin.”
The woman simply repeated their name, savouring it
in her mouth. “Well, Robin, I’ll see you later.”

Nisa, Thai by virtue of Krungthep parents and British
by accident of birth, was unexpectedly produced on
London soil 29 years ago. The young family weighed up
the supposed benefits of a foreign education and
decided to stay. In the years that followed, each of them
had to reconsider their definition of happiness: dignity
and contentment were distant concerns to food in bellies
and roofs over heads.
As the cat purred and wound herself about Nisa’s
ankles, she remembered a moment years ago, when she
still enjoyed cooking elaborate meals and had enough of
a family to crowd around a full table. They had got onto
the subject of cats.
Her mother said, “Khorat cats are very rare, very
beautiful. Grey, like sawat seeds.”
“I read that they were given as gifts to married
couples for good luck. Is that true?” Nisa said, looking
at her parents. She’d never grown out of the idea they
were the prime repository of authentic Thai culture.
“Really? How lovely!” her mother said
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“I’ve never heard of it,” said her father, wonderingly,
“but it might—”
“That’s all just a little fantasy of yours,” said Thenboyfriend’s mother in a hard voice, with a sidelong look
at Nisa.
Nisa wanted to say something, but recalled a lunch
where she’d gently asked then-boyfriend’s mother to
stop calling her “an Oriental” and received only an icy
stare. Then-boyfriend had told Nisa she couldn’t talk to
his mother like that.
She looked up and saw wrinkles of worry around her
parents’ eyes, silently pleading her not to cause a scene.
She wanted so much to finally have a full, happy family,
and so chose to become highly involved with some
prawn and aubergine salad. It was her fault, anyway, for
saying something so stupid: Wikipedia was obviously
not a reliable source. Then-boyfriend began an
exploration of the etymology of “cat”, reminisced about
the cat at his old college, and segued into a lengthy
retrospective of his Oxford days.
Shame burned Nisa’s mouth for the rest of the
evening. She hated how sensitive she’d become,
wondered when she’d started peeling away in layers.
Perhaps it began when Then-boyfriend told her, in the
kind of detail which rises from overcooked bitterness
and contempt, how his ex-fiancee had low self-esteem
and that he liked Nisa because she was different. Maybe
it was how he’d matter-of-factly measured her ring
finger with a piece of paper after they’d been together
for two weeks, or when he told her that completing an
MA wouldn’t make a jot of difference to her career; she
would never be independent, never get a job.
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“You’re angry with me. Don’t get emotional,” he’d
say to her. “I just want you to be your best self.” He
knew her before she knew herself, his warnings
continuing despite her best efforts at calm disagreement
and explanation. She began watching herself through his
eyes, just to be safe.
“It could be worse. Relationships take work. I just
need to work even harder,” Nisa said to Robin over
hotpot later that week, each sentence a desperate,
unhappy rush. “I mean, maybe I should shut up because
I’ll never meet anyone else as good as him.”
It was uncomfortable in the steamy restaurant; a
lightweight binder would have sufficed for this evening.
Robin chewed their lip and thought about how they
loved Nisa and hated seeing her unhappy, how Thenboyfriend had a face like an unbaked roll. They breathed
in, trying to ease the strange, difficult tussling high in
their chest, twin snakes.
When Robin finally exhaled, they said, simply and
with great gentleness, “Well, I don’t think any of those
things are true,” and ladled sliced pork belly and glass
noodles into Nisa’s bowl. The chilli-speckled broth was
so spicy it cleared the sinuses and stung the palate, so
rich and complex you still wished to savour its depths.
Nisa sipped it in silence. She’d known Robin since
second year methodologies classes, catching herself
staring at them for reasons which went beyond their
well-tailored waistcoats, but which she was unwilling to
name. One day Robin caught one of her insistent gazes
before the seminar started, and brightly asked if she’d
done the reading. From that moment, it was so easy for
the two of them to talk—from Spivak to current events
to drinks in the evening—and they’d always made her
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feel safe, demanded no change from her, no rearrangement of her self.
That night Nisa woke up in a sweat and understood
at once that the man slumbering beside her was irritating
beyond all belief.
“I’m leaving you,” she said to Then-boyfriend the
next afternoon. She packed up her belongings and
closed the door on his convictions that she couldn’t
break up with him like that.
Since then, she’d defied all expectations, including
her own. Secretly she delighted in the fact her role as a
corporate writer would earn deep disapproval from
Then-boyfriend, as would the string of lovers she
shamelessly brought to her tiny flat. Her parents
responded with heartbreakingly gentle disappointment,
but resigned themselves to it: they understood it was no
burden to them. She was the only daughter they had.
For the first time since childhood, Nisa had both
food on the table and a tentative kind of peace in her
home. She was no longer obliged to quietly receive
what others tossed at her. Nisa made an exception for
Darani, naming the creature after one of her mother’s
old cats. As her new companion purred on her lap, she
checked her phone, Facebook, Twitter. Days had
passed; still no sign of Robin. But then, with the spate of
new exhibition openings, it was no surprise they were so
busy. She worried a hangnail with her teeth until she
tasted blood.
For the next three nights, Nisa dreamed deeply of
winged termites pelting at her doors and windows, cats
with pelts like rainclouds singing to a soft dark sky, and
a woman in red silk walking through fields of green and
gold.
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Evening was deep and quiet with stars spilling
themselves across the darkness. I sat next to Chanthewi,
knees to breast, and peered at the gardens below through
the balcony railings. The wood floor was cool and
smooth underfoot.
“My cat,” I said, “is enjoying the company of a
mortal.” Once I’d calmed down, it was a simple matter
of folding rice stalks into a compass with a heart of shed
fur.
“Mmm.” Chanthewi peered into her telescope, one
eye pinched shut, jotted something down on a her great
piece of paper. “Thought you said you weren’t sad
about that.”
“Were you not asleep upstairs, younger sister?”
“A degree of omniscience is one of the many boons
granted to us gods,” said Chanthewi. “That, and Phosi
told me. Stop fiddling with my pencils, please.”
“A god has their creatures. It isn’t home without
everyone here.”
She sharpened her pencil with a blade as fine as a
young leaf. “Well, what will you do about it?”

“I came through your rice cooker, Nisa, because I
wished to compromise,” says Phosop, her voice now
gentle. “You are a child of the city. Even my beloved
farmers raised in the traditions of the land have begun to
forget how to receive me, but I have never blamed them.
The ways of the world rot with speed beyond any
individual’s control; whether new growth will come of
it is yet to be seen.”
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“I don’t understand why you’re still here.” It comes
out with more sulky petulance than she wants. She shuts
her face like a cupboard so no more careless remarks
can escape.
“You cared for my feline errant, returning the
creature without a second thought.”
“I’d always wanted one,” says Nisa, picking at the
cold rice before her. “I did it because it pleased me. But
she’s your cat, so it would be wrong to keep her, no
matter how much I enjoyed her company.”
The answer seems to please the goddess. She shifts
closer. “That’s not the only thing you like, not the only
thing your heart yearns for. Tell me.”
A dismissive chuckle. “Where to begin? I wish
Robin was still talking to me. My best friend. I—care
for them dearly.”
This answer disappoints. The goddess stands up and
paces about the room, no more than three steps in any
direction, before turning back to Nisa. “Oh, my child,”
says Phosop, “do not lie to yourself.”

Robin has lost count of the days since that first trip
into the Thames. Their disheveled appearance each
morning draws looks from colleagues; their editor
grumbles at their mistakes. There is no time for themself
between work, sleep, and the woman.
This evening they take the lift up The Shard. With
each moment of ascent, Robin watches the straight walls
become sinuous glass, wood, and metal. In the flowerlined eyrie they are seated on spotlessly clean mats,
offered bael fruit tea and sommanat cookies. Around
them, chatter in Thai and Angrit, codeswitching with
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fluid ease. Sharply suited women tuck their long bird
legs to the side, formal elegance, flicking out their
plumage as they sip bright cocktails. The glimmering
capital opens beneath them.
“Why don’t you come away with me?” the woman
says eagerly. “We could carry on like this, free and
easy, simply sharing each other’s time. I don’t believe in
exclusivity.”
“No,” Robin whispers, avoiding her eyes, crumbling
a cookie between their fingers, “I can’t do this anymore.
I’ve been trying to tell you—there’s nothing left for me
when you share my time.”
She puts down her teaspoon. “Oh.”
Robin rubs the back of their head, screws up their
face, but she speaks before they can open their mouth.
“No, don’t apologise. I’ve been told about this
carelessness of mine. It makes me so happy to be with
you, but I oughtn’t have… I should have realised.” She
drains her tea in one gulp. “But you, Robin. You already
have someone in your heart—she stayed there all
through our time together. Why don’t you acknowledge
that?”
Two quick blinks. The curved lift encloses the two
once more. “There’s somewhere you need to be,” says
the goddess, “don’t you think?”

Hey. Sorry for being a shit friend lately. I’m actually
near you right now if you want to meet up? I know it’s
late… x
Robin I really need to talk to you. Nx
I’m outside. Right outside your door. X
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In three heartbeats Nisa pulls open the door and
stumbles backwards with Robin in her arms until they
fall onto the sofa, limbs intertwined. She doesn’t care if
the flat is empty or not; nothing else matters tonight.
“I thought you said,” Robin murmurs between kisses,
earlobe, nape of neck, “that you wanted to talk?”
She laughs in a raucous shriek which slowly subsides
into humming thoughtfulness. “Well,” she said, “here is
where we start.”

The gate is already open, so it is a simple matter of
stepping over the threshold and closing it behind us. The
path of bright silk that winds before us is unnoticed by
the city below.
“Well, Thorani,” I say, “you were a little more
careful this time, weren’t you?”
She shrugs, fiddles with her braid. “I don’t feel any
happier for it.”
“I’ve missed your honesty.” My cat impatiently
jumps out of my arms and runs ahead, chirruping.
We are level with a certain first floor flat. Thorani
crosses her arms and turns to look at the silhouettes in
the window, the desire plain in her face.
“Come.” I hold out my hand. The silk unfurls and
becomes a corridor.
She glares at me, her mouth twisting, arms tight
around herself. “You can’t hide the fact they’ll hurt each
other. Mortals lead short lives, have frangible
relationships. Can you blame me for wishing to give
some respite—for showing them how my love could
endure?”
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“Yes,” I say. “Yes. Let them hurt each other—they’ll
mend. They’ll begin again. It is fair for them to desire
such things; I certainly admire their tenacity, how
capable they are of changing, bending without breaking.
Do not undo the good you carried out, my dear one. You
should honour them, as you should honour the fact a
god’s desire is too heavy a burden for any one mortal to
bear.”
She says nothing for the rest of our journey. I let her
walk several paces behind me. Thorani returns to my
side in her own time.
“Besides, you’ll always have me.”
She laughs, says I never want to leave my cats during
rest days, but I point out that I don’t mind an adventure
now and then. The silk path has reached its furthest
point; I see my garden and my house, my sisters and my
cats, all present and complete. Thorani takes my hand,
and my heart warms with yet another secret—one which
I will tell, of course, but for now, I am glad to be home.

Illustration © 2015, Robin E. Kaplan.
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Lavender Tea
Míquito López

Illustration © 2015, Eric Asaris.

The kettle started whistling louder than it had been two
minutes ago. With a tired smile, Qa Wuda grabbed a
nearby cloth and carefully lifted the screaming steel
kettle off the stovetop; he set it down on the island he’d
been leaning on as one of the kitchen aides set another
kettle of water down on the stove in its place. Dancing
around the others in the spacious yet crowded kitchen
with practiced ease, Qa gathered up everything he
needed before returning to the island.
One of the teahouse’s hundred-plus porcelain teapots
had been set out for him when he returned. Rolling up
the sleeves of his beige work tunic, he set off measuring
out ingredients: tea leaves, sugar, cinnamon and his
metaphorical sweat into preparing a simple ginger tea
that was favored so this time of year by the people of
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the outer village. Done mixing and measuring, he
poured everything into a tea ball. Taking the cooling
kettle, he popped the lid off the teapot and filled it up,
adding the tea ball when he was done.
“This one’s ready in ten minutes,” he told the waiter
who walked up to him with an order slip in hand. “It
goes to table twelve.”
“Alright,” the waiter replied with a grin, being
relieved of the order slip. “By the way, table twenty’s
here again and three guesses, asking for you to serve
him.”
The waiter conveniently left Qa alone as a blush
began blooming on his face, his heart quickening a little
in pace beneath his ribs at the thought of the man at
table twenty waiting for him. Four days out of the week
for the last year, the man sitting out at table twenty
would come in and somehow, always be lead out to the
same table, no matter who was working behind the host
bar. Always the same table, always the same order,
always wearing the same uniform and always wanting
the same person to being his order out to him: Qa. The
young man motioned to an aide for another teapot as he
set to work preparing an order he could make in his
sleep blindfolded.
Unconsciously (at least that’s what he told himself to
think) Qa ran his fingers through his wavy brown hair a
few times before picking up the ornate serving tray with
his quickly-made order and left the relative safety of his
kitchen. His blue eyes automatically glanced over to the
table he always thrilled at serving and locked with the
patron’s. Like always, he found a shy smile forming on
his lips as the older man grinned wolfishly at him. Qa
managed to keep his composure (not an easy feat
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considering he was still convinced someone—he—
could either hear or see his heart pounding) as he took in
the sight of the man he knew so well. Honey-colored
hair, eyes as gray as the Sea of Rhapsody after a
summer storm and a smooth tan from his hours of
patrolling outdoors as a guardsman of the Saffron Court.
“Good afternoon, Qoan,” Qa greeted with a polite
smiling replacing his shy one, ignoring the thoughts
running rampant through his head as he caught the
familiar aroma of the older man’s fragrance and
internally sighed.
As always, Qoan returned his kind smile but his eyes
glinted with some unspoken primal promise that never
failed to send shivers running up Qa’s spine or help
those less than savory thoughts that plagued his mind
whenever he saw Qoan. “Good afternoon, sweet sugar.
What are we having today?”
At that, Qa set the tray down in the middle of the
small table and maneuvered himself to sit down
opposite the man, hoping it was executed more
gracefully than it felt and that the blush hadn’t turned
his entire face bright pink. “The same as always, what
else? You never want anything but.”
Qoan laughed, handing out a small plate of spiced
teacakes Qa baked especially for him. Qa accepted one
before Qoan pulled the plate back and helped himself.
“So how’s the patrol going?”
The older man sighed. “It’s beginning to get too
warm out there, but thankfully nothing more than
helping a lost Lavender Villager find his way to his new
favorite gambling hall or helping turn over an
overturned cart. I’m glad it’s nothing like what
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happened last year. You would think being so close to
the coast would make a difference in this heat but …”
Qa nodded, knowing all too well how the summer
weather could be despite living less than a couple
hundred feet from the beach the Sea of Rhapsody and
still privately thankful Qoan stood guard outside his
teahouse during last year’s rioting. “When do you
change uniforms again?” he changed the subject.
Taking a sip of cinnamon tea, Qoan sighed once
more. “Next moon. Those of us based out here will only
be too happy to wear our warm cycle uniforms.”
Me too, Qa mused as he followed Qoan and took a
sip of tea. I’ve missed seeing your arms in all their
muscular glory!
“Can’t you just quit? Set up a shop or something in
the Saffron Court?”
Qoan smiled sadly at him, knowing the younger man
knew as much as he did how much he hated working for
the Guard when he originally came from the merchant
class. “Do you have any idea how much it would cost to
buy or even rent a Saffron Court property?”
Qa stared back blankly before ruefully shaking his
head. He didn’t know how much anything cost in the
Saffron Court, home to the Imperial Palace in the
Lavender Village. “My family’s always been here,
remember? No one here’s been invited to the Saffron
Court or even the Lavender Village in three hundred
years.”
That information was local knowledge, information
that has kept his family’s shop going form its
beginnings as little more than a windowless tin shack to
its present day marble open-air grandeur of a teahouse.
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It’s a story Qa never tired of hearing, proud of what
his family had accomplished those three centuries ago.
People from all corners of the kingdom flocked to the
Outer Village when then-Queen Llané stepped into his
distant grandmother’s tea shack for a drink. The tale
goes the Queen was so impressed with his ancestor’s
tea-making that she commissioned the temple-like
marble teahouse over the site where the old shack once
stood with her own money so she and other Lavender
Village dwellers could have a place suited for their
standings to enjoy his late relative’s tea.
Sometimes Qa can almost picture the tall, darkhaired woman in regal red and gold robes of her time
dictating a team of workers constructing his present
workplace and home. Then he finds himself wishing
someone would make tea like his ancestor had to attract
the royal family and all their rich friends back to their
teahouse because the closest they’ve been to someone
living within the vicinity of the Imperial Palace in the
last seventy-five years are the Saffron Court guardsmen
stationed in Qa’s sector of the Outer Village. He then
sometimes curses his relative for her refusal to write her
recipes down for fear someone would take them and
make her tea their own; a realistic fear, he would
begrudgingly reason, but still. Whatever she’d done, he
wish he knew so the teahouse could once again enjoy its
once-upon-a-time prosperity. She could write her fears
down in her journals but couldn’t be bothered writing
her recipes somewhere, maybe even in some kind of
code? Maybe it was karma that kept the royals away
since their tea hadn’t managed to get them back in
almost a century.
“I lose you somewhere?”
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Qa was pulled from his thoughts to notice Qoan
waving a hand in front of his face.
“Sorry, just thinking.”
“About anything in particular?”
The younger man just smiled shyly and shook his
head, trying and actually succeeding in not blushing
since his thoughts (for once) weren’t about the man in
front of him.
Another pot of cinnamon tea passed and a cup
prepared for the end of Qoan’s shift before Qoan
dropped five silver coins in the plain black lacquered
collection bowl and took his leave. Like he did every
time Qoan left the teahouse, Qa sat at the table they’d
been occupying and watched his retreating figure, eyes
focused a little lower than would be considered polite
but still following the man. Qa knew the older man
didn’t mind; right on time Qoan turned around and shot
a wink in his direction. He blushed but his eyes didn’t
waver as Qoan disappeared from view, Qa remembering
suddenly he was in a semi-crowded shop and there was
another three working hours to go before he and his
grandmother closed up for the night.
With a sigh, Qa stood up from the table and began
gathering everything up and motioning for another
server to brush clean the tablecloth and re-fluff the seat
cushions.
It was going to be a long day the second Qa heard
the clomping horse hooves coming in from half a block
away. The approaching heat called out the
neighborhood residents who were and had been flocking
to the teahouse since they opened that morning. Qa eyed
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an empty row of tables against the wall and wanted to
cry at how occupied it was to be if the rapidlyapproaching carriages were any indication how many
customers were arriving. The noise grew louder and
louder, closer and closer to their street. Qa looked up in
time to see a single horse-drawn carriage pull up in front
of the teahouse’s steps and frowned, confusion filling
his head. All that noise for a two-horse carriage?
Maybe it was just my imagination, he thought,
watching the carriage door open from his peripheral. I’m
probably just tired or something. Or slowly going
insane because I’m overworked.
Its occupant stepped out and Qa’s eyes nearly bulged
out, all thoughts of tiredness and insanity feeling faster
than they arrived. Qoan was dressed in his
uncomfortably warm guardsman uniform; Qa
unconsciously ran a hand up his bare arm and tugged a
little at the short sleeve of his work tunic, willing it to
go down so Qoan wouldn’t feel more uncomfortable
having to be in that stuffy-looking uniform in this
growing heat when everyone else was dressed more
coolly.
There was another man with Qoan, and Qa placed
his uniform immediately. The overstuffed amethystcolored hat, deep indigo blazer with oversized shoulder
pads, matching shorts with bleached white stocking
hiding the faintest hint of leg skin and buckled black
shoes was the official uniform of the Saffron Court
messengers. The uniform itself was known to anyone,
but Qa had never seen it in person before, especially not
in this weather. Did the Court simply not care if its
messengers and guards succumbed to heat sickness in
those hot clothes? Together, the two ascended the wide
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set of marble steps up to the teahouse and the chatter of
his neighbors died the instant that hat came into view.
Eyes followed the pair as they walked up the final
step and into the shop’s main room, the warm breeze
billowing past the marble columns and ruffling hair and
clothes but no one noticed. The silence broke a little bit
but not much, whispers permeating the vacant air behind
the men as they walked. Qa stopped pretending he was
sweeping as he watched the men walk up to his father
and grandmother, both of whom were as awestruck by
the stranger’s uniform and presence as everyone else
and not even bothering to hide the fact they were openly
ogling.
“Excuse me and good morning to you both,” the
messenger man said in a pleasant tone that practically
shouted in the quiet shop. “Do I have the honor of
addressing Qa Wuda?”
Both of them shook their heads and then pointed to
the left, where Qa stood paralyzed with the broom still
in hand. The messenger bowed his head politely before
them and walked over to Qa, Qoan in tow.
“Good morning, Mr. Wuda,” the stranger began,
bowing courteously low. “My name is Quae, senior
messenger to His Royal Highness, Prince Ço. It is my
honor to present you this invitation from the desk of His
Highness of the Imperial Palace.”
No one waited for Quae and Qoan to so much as start
the descent down the steps of the teahouse before the
dead air exploded with life and the loud gossiping
started. The same nobodies didn’t even notice Qoan’s
feverous footsteps thundering back up the steps to usher
a still shell-shocked Qa and his family into a room away
from the chattering crowd.
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“What just happened?”
Qoan helped Qa sit down, Qa’s hand holding still the
sealed parchment envelope Quae handed him as Qoan
began gently massaging some feeling back into his stiff
shoulders. “I was on my way home from patrol three
days ago when the Prince’s carriage pulled up. He was
out for a drink so naturally I offered him the cup you
sent me out with. One sip and he demanded to know
who made it and where it came from.”
“Is that what the envelope is for?”
Qa turned to face his grandmother and Qoan smiled
in kind. “I wasn’t there when the Prince wrote it, Veena,
but I’m sure it’s requesting an audience with our boy.”
Slightly stunned by Qoan’s description of him as
being his ‘boy,’ Qa didn’t even notice his grandmother
snagging the wax-sealed envelope out of his hand and
breaking it. She plucked the folded onion-skin paper out
carefully and tossed the parchment envelope on the
floor unceremoniously.
“Let’s see what this says,” she held the unfolded
paper up close to her face, reading with her son standing
tall behind her.
“The Prince wants to meet you,” his father began.
“He’s sending his personal emissary tomorrow at eight
to escort you to the Imperial Palace in the Saffron
Court.”
Qa’s eyes widened when the news hit his ears, his
nerves clustering in his stomach. His reeling thoughts
snapped back into focus the second his noticed Qoan
clasping his hand in his and gently squeezing.
“The emissary is coming with suitable attire and will
you instruct you on basic Court etiquette when meeting
with the Prince.”
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That answers those questions, Qa thought,
maneuvering his fingers through Qoan’s in a more
comfortable position.
He felt Qoan squeeze back and it’s what his nerves
needed to calm down, both men missing the questioning
look Qa’s father shot the action.
“Do I have to go alone?” Qa asked, finding his voice.
“No,” his father announced. “It says you can bring
someone with you.”
“Grandma?”
“Oh, no, I’m too old for such a trip. Besides, it was
your tea that the Prince had; two tea makers shouldn’t
go if only one of them is going to work. You should ask
Qoan to go with you so your father and I can mind the
shop while you’re out.”
“Qoan?” Qa looked up at the honey-haired older man
with a blush staining his cheeks, his temples beginning
to throb painfully against his skull.
“Of course I’ll go with you,” he assured with a warm
smile.
“Then that’s settled,” Veena sighed in relief. “Now, I
should get to the market before everyone closes up and
you two should get in the bath; it’s been a long day.”
“Mom!” Tam exclaimed, oblivious to his mortified
son and the red-faced guardsman holding Qa’s hand.
“What? Qoan can escort me to the market while you
both clean up and go to bed.”
Tam breathed a sigh of relief and Qa realized both of
them assumed she meant he and Qoan should be in the
bath while his father and his mother went to the market.
Not a bad idea, Qa mused through the growing
pounding in his head his shock caused. But so not the
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time for that. I need to calm down before my brains
explode.
Qa leaned up to Qoan’s ear. “Do you think someone
should tell her it’s not even eleven o’clock yet?” he
whispered.
Tam chuckled a bit as he watched his mother begin
looking for her overtunic and coin purse, most likely
unaware they were in one of their less used storage
rooms and not their living quarters. His bemusement
continued as Veena motioned for Qoan, forcing the man
to reluctantly let go of Qa’s hand and shoulder, leaving
father and son in the room they’d gathered in forty
minutes ago as the guardsman and old woman left.
“What do we do now?” Qa asked with an
incredulous smile on his dazed face.
“How about I make lunch and we’ll go from there?
I’m sure the bath will still be there when it’s actually
time for us to take one.”
“Sounds like a plan,” Qa agreed as he stood up and
followed his father to let themselves out of the room.
Qa and Tam didn’t bother hiding their amusement at
Qoan’s flustered expression and weak attempts at
explaining he was a Saffron Court guardsman that was
supposed to be patrolling downtown and not the market
district. All three men watched as she put her linen
overtunic on and made sure she had everything she
needed, clearly not having heard a word Qoan said. Qa
looked at him with sympathy and hoped he wouldn’t get
in trouble for being where he wasn’t supposed to. Veena
waved her son and grandson goodbye as she and the
guardsman continued on down the hall in the opposite
direction.
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“Do you think he’ll be okay?” Qa asked as he and his
father began climbing the stairs to their living quarters.
Tam chuckled. “I think he’ll live. If he plans on
sticking around, he’ll have to get used to her
eccentricities.”
The first half of his father’s words made Qa blush,
and he pointedly ignored the older man as he crossed
the spacious open-air living room, grabbed a seat
cushion and sat down in front of a window. He heard his
father laugh a little at his childishness before his
footsteps echoed off the walls and sounded off in the
kitchen. Qa looked out the window and watched two
figures bounding down the flight of marble steps and
soon disappearing in the throng of people on the
sidewalk.
He sat down at the small table as he and his father
camped out right there in the living room for lunch and
fell into an automatic pattern of eating, hardly
registering what he was doing. He was aware of his steel
chopsticks picking up rice, noodles, fried shrimp and
steamed vegetables but he could barely taste anything.
Qa was aware of the questioning looks his father was
sending him but he couldn’t bring himself to
acknowledge them; barely seventy-two hours he was
reflecting on his long-passed ancestor and how her tea
skills elevated the family to their current standings
because of their kingdom’s ruling family. All of a
sudden, it was happening again. If this is what he
thought his family needed to have happen, why was he
acting almost depressed, scared and kind of sick about
it?
“Qa? You want to talk about it, son?”
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Identical blue eyes met his and Qa felt his mind
return a little back to normal as he looked at his father.
“What?”
Tam chuckled not unkindly. “I said, do you want to
talk about what’s on your mind?”
“It’s just… so odd,” he sighed, pushing away his
empty rice bowl. “I’m excited, but—”
“Overwhelmed?” Tam supplied, gathering up their
empty dishes.
Qa looked up meekly, feeling the tension leaving his
shoulders. “I don’t know what to think,” he admitted. “I
was thinking something this needed to happen again,
and now I’m to serve the Prince tea tomorrow.”
“At least you’ll have Qoan with you,” Tam reminded
him, pretending not to notice his son’s blush or the way
his chest swelled with the mention of the man’s name.
“And this is a good thing. Maybe now we’ll be serving
those stuffy Lavender Village people who can afford
more than five coins’ worth of tea and muffins. We’ll
finally be able to afford some of the repairs we’ve been
a little lax on and if the Prince really likes your tea, you
might be able to use that to your advantage. Maybe
request a certain guard is permanently stationed here
instead of wandering around all day in this heat with
that long-sleeved uniform?”
Tam was glad his son didn’t even attempt to hide his
blush this time. “I can tell, he really likes you. Maybe
we’ll be celebrating a bonding ceremony soon.”
His blush deepened. “Dad, I’m a little too young for
that, don’t you think?”
“Did you know your mother and I were only twenty
when we bonded? Your grandparents were both just
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fifteen when their parents bonded them off. If anything,
you’re reaching old age.”
Qa laughed at that, feeling some of his headache
ebbing away and the knot loosening a bit in his stomach
at the thought of being elderly at twenty-four.
“Besides,” Tam continued. “If you and Qoan would
just bond and get it over with, Mom would stop
reminding me she’s not getting any younger and I
wouldn’t have to hear about when you’re going to give
her a great-grandchild.”
Both of them rolled their eyes; Qa drained his teacup
dry and sighed. “You think she’d be happy she made it
far enough to have a grandchild, now she wants greatgrandchildren. I swear somewhere along the line she got
greedy.”
Tam laughed. “True, but you know she just wants to
see you happy. She wants all of us to be happy. And the
more she focuses on you, the less she’ll be interested in
getting me to re-bond.”
The mood took on a somber mood for a moment as
both men reflected, Tam and the wife he still loved and
missed after twenty years and Qa, about the mother he
could barely remember but knew loved him with all her
heart.
“You know if I got bonded, I wouldn’t have a child
until she passed? Remember all the times I got in
trouble for following her crazy advice?”
“You have an interesting childhood, I’ll give you
that. At least there were never any dull moments.”
“I would’ve killed for dull, at least once,” he grinned
bemusedly as he and Tam began gathering up the dishes
and walking them to the kitchen sink. “My adventures
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were apparently legendary in school, all thanks to her
craziness.”
“Nah,” Tam countered, giving his son a smile and his
chin a squeeze. “They were just jealous your mother’s
looks got you out of trouble while your grandmother
went right back to getting you in trouble.”
Qa laughed and started feeling better, his tension
forgotten and headache passed as he helped his father
wash their lunch dishes. As he dried off what his father
handed him, he realized he now had an entire day where
he could relax until tomorrow when he would be
presented to the Prince and maybe others of his family
and serving tea, exactly what he’d been doing his entire
life. If he could handle some of their rowdier patrons a
little too drunk off their cheaper bottles of rice wine, he
could handle serving these well-mannered aristocratic
types… couldn’t he?
“Do you have everything?” Veena asked, huddled in
her heavy shawl against the surprising morning chill.
As Prince Ço’s invitation said, Quae and the Prince’s
emissary arrived at the teahouse exactly at eight o’clock
with everything Qa needed for his appointment. The
emissary, a kind-faced but quiet man, whisked him off
to his bedchambers followed by his father and Qoan. It
was difficult for him to be dressed by the emissary, his
lithe frame bared to the waist with only his modesty
covered and Qoan in his very bedroom. He’d focused all
his attention on the emissary and was ever so grateful to
be wrapped in the softest linen underclothes he’d ever
worn, followed by the most exquisite white silk robes
he’d ever seen. Being wrapped in various pieces of
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midnight-blue and violet muslin took some getting used
to, but Quae assured him it’s what everyone in the
Saffron Court was doing. Qa heard the same assurances
when the emissary began dusting his face with white,
jasmine-scented face powder before opening his mouth
for the first time and advising him how to bow when in
the Prince’s or other royal members’ presence and no
one else needed more than a formal head nod should he
cross paths with such people.
“Yes, Grandma, the kitchen aides put everything I’ll
need in the carriage.”
“Did you decide what tea you’re serving to the
Prince?”
Qa turned to face his father, thankful he’d had the
hindsight and time to look through her old journals
again and see if she’d written anything about what kind
of tea she’d served Queen Llané that first time.
“Lavender, the same our ancestor made the late Queen.”
All three of them looked skyward for a moment
before facing each other again.
“Oh, I almost forgot!” Veena remembered, pulling a
small pouch of something in a black linen cloth tied
with a thin piece of yellow ribbon from her robe pocket.
“What is it?” Qa turned the pouch around a few
times in his hand after his grandmother handed it to him.
“Popcorn kernels,” she proudly beamed. “Present
them to the Prince as a gift from the Wuda family.”
“Mom! How can we afford these?” Tam protested.
“I’ve been saving up for two years, just in case
something special happened,” Veena looked up at her
son. “Now I don’t have to worry about something
happening to all that money I was hiding away. And
don’t you even think about giving them back!” Veena
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said in a flash as she saw an uncomfortable look cross
her grandson’s face at holding something so expensive.
“What’s done is done now.”
“Qa, it’s time to go.”
Qoan’s words rang in his ears and an almost
crippling wave of nerves and fear threatened to roll over
him.
“You’ll be fine,” Veena promised his stomach, thin
arms wrapped around his waist as she spoke into his
navel.
“Good luck,” his father gently pressed a kiss into his
done-up hair.
Qa untangled himself from his family gently and
closed the distance between him and Qoan, only to be
helped into the elegantly-crafted carriage waiting to take
him to the Saffron Court. With a wave to his dad and
grandmother, the carriage sprang to life and started
down the cobblestone street. He felt Qoan take his hand
and turning his head, looked into the eyes of the man
who made this unbelievably incredible opportunity
happen for his family all over again and smiled up at
him.
“I’m nervous,” he admitted.
Qoan smiled at him. “Don’t be. If the Prince loved
your tea before, he’ll love it again. Just remember to
breathe and you’ll be fine. Besides, your family has
history in serving the royals; if they could do it, you can
too.”
“I hope you’re right,” Qa sighed, looking out the
carriage window and watching the first rays of sun
break through the clouds.
Please, my ancestors, be with me now, he prayed.
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He sat back and let himself get lost in the feeling of
Qoan’s thumb soothingly rubbing the back of his hand,
silently wishing the man never let go of it as the carriage
pulled onto the main roads and officially started north
towards the Lavender Village and the Imperial Palace.
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Snakes, Thorns, August
Kayla Bashe

Illustration © 2015, Lisa Grabenstetter.

Aleppo was the most skilled musician in three countries,
which was a gift—and the most beautiful youth in as
many leagues, which was a curse. She was perfect in the
manner of ancient marble statues of gods’ beloveds, all
sharp-boned androgyny and cool sainted eyes. She
would walk along the sandstone walls by the sea and
play her violin and sing dreams and mysteries into the
warm night air. Melodies were leagues more important
than beauty, but people mattered more than both.
Aleppo loved her family as much as her music, loved
them with all the furious fondness she could muster up.
She loved her mother’s sea-roughened hands, her
grandmother’s crow-like laughter and duck soup. She
loved it when one of her aunts would remember a story
and then they would all try to talk at once. They were
four generations crowded into one ramshackle villa, and
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as much as they papered over the fact with frenetic
cheerfulness, they were desperately poor.
One hot winter, a conjurer came to their little town
by the sea. He wore jeweled rings on every finger and a
heat-pressed suit of hand-sewn purple linen. As Aleppo
played and sang and danced, his eyes stayed on her face.
“An entertainment like you would drive important
citizens to my gatherings. As you advance my career,
I’ll do all required for yours.”
“Will my family be cared for?” That was all Aleppo
asked, and he said yes.
The conjurer was very wealthy. At his parties, he
served giraffe meat marinated in pickled basil, freerange baby goat, and opalescent fried snails. His
workers festooned a grand hall with ornamental
handcuffs and burgundy streamers. His guests were
money-movers, trading scions, fresco critics, people
who had never worked a day in their lives. Everyone
wanted to see the conjurer’s new acquisition from the
mountains, the youth as startling as a knife. Aleppo
danced barefoot on a raised marble pavilion, seeing
nothing except her violin’s song.
She played watching her sister cough the hours of
red dawn, and the conjurer and his friends heard their
own superficial sorrow at not having her. They scrawled
free verse about how beautiful and sad she was. How
they could feel the emptiness of her ruby cunt under the
naked green lights. Sometimes she played dancing in
moonlight circles around the orange tree with her
grandmothers. Admiration for an imagined goddess or
her own fierce wildness. It made the men feel strange
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inside. Like they were small thresher mice in a huge
starry field. In their humbled awe they would see her as
human by accident. When she descended the stage, they
would speak earnestly to her about politics and theory,
ask her if she needed anything. Once a woman offered
to carry gifts and messages to Aleppo’s family. Another
time Aleppo put bow to strings and conjured a song
tame as ocean lightning about two girls who fled their
husbands to be with each other. The music wove around
her in stained-glass tessellating helixes of rainbow light.
She was a prophetess, a catalyst. Everyone clapped. She
sang a reprise.
The conjurer realized that Aleppo’s joy and freedom
would turn his city traitorous. To grasp at power, he
would need to silence and control her voice. Aleppo’s
one vulnerability, if it could even be called that, was her
world-embracing openness. She would sit beside a
stranger merchant on the clockwork trains and listen to
his life for hours. She knelt to stroke wild dogs, and they
gentled under her deft hands. No one had ever taught
her fear.
One day he invited her up to his quarters to marvel at
the lapis lazuli mosaics and speak of city politics. He
served rich, spiced drink in tiny crystal glasses. Sips
singed her throat like motor oil. Perhaps it was how he
nodded encouragement at every statement, but the more
she drank, the thirstier she felt. Aleppo toppled into
sleep on those silken pillows, still clutching her violin
like a child.
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Aleppo woke in an unfamiliar bed to a less familiar
rustling, and instantly snapped into alertness. The
glassblower’s daughter? No, not her own room by the
sea, either. How could she have enticed him? Her brain
jolted back, scanning hurriedly through memories. Mere
politeness from musician to patron. Surely nothing
more. Still, though her limbs felt lamb-wobbly, she
pulled back in a way that she was sure could leave no
room for misinterpretation. Words hurried out. “I have
heard what a man may do to a woman; I fear I would
glean no pleasure from the act.”
“Then it is just as well, word-warrior, that it is not
your pleasure I want.” Candlelight gleamed in his eyes,
and his many rings shone. He would remove none of
them for the indignities that followed, not even the
ceremonial thumb-signet with its hidden poison spike.
Rage shivered through her. She wanted to believe it
was more than a mask for fear. “Then when you lie atop
me, I will crush your windpipe with a single tensing of
my hand.”
“Oh, Aleppo, sweet youthful fool. Think of your
grandmother, who walks alone from the market with a
basket of oysters. Your younger sister with her rippling
hair who even now unrolls her pallet at the temple
school.”
“But you will be dead.” Still her voice was uncertain.
“Darling,” he whispered. “There are other men like
me.” His fingers moved across her hairline, gentle as a
spider’s stroll.
Aleppo had often been hurt, climbing scrapes and
cook-pot burns. But there was one part of her that had
never been injured, only soothed at. As this place
ripped, Aleppo dug her teeth into her wrist and
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smothered her face into the pillow and stifled a low
groan of despairing ache.
“Will you play tonight, ministrel?” the girl who
came to change her bedcovers asked.
Songs had always come to Aleppo. They floated
through the air she breathed like the very scent of
orange trees. She knew harmony the way she knew the
uneven stones of her own plaza—blindfolded, by
footstep alone. Closing her eyes, she reached out with
steady fingers. Which shook and dropped. The air was
ship-killing stillness, breathless, becalmed. When she so
much as breathed, the blankets scraped against her
welts, warning discordiance. She could hear nothing
else. On the nightstand, her golden violin shone like oils
of sweaty skin.
She pulled the dovedown comforter over her head.
“I’m very tired.”
Eventually the girl went away. I used to be the sort
of person who remembered servants’ names.
After a party without music, the sorcerer came to her
bed again. Always she whispered, “One day I will kill
you in your sleep.”
Always he warned her, “There are other men like
me.”
Aleppo wore five inches of golden chainmail and
two artistically draped silk handkerchiefs. She walked
on stage, head bowed shyly, in shoes like gem-encrusted
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stilts. She arranged her long legs over a low bar stool;
she no longer danced. Once a young girl with a flute
came up to her and asked her what had changed. She
answered only with a bitter laugh.
She sang whatever was placed in front of her. Stories
of daughters who downed teacups of belladonna after
losing their chastity. Outspoken harridans who went
frothingly mad. And when not explaining the death of
women, she crafted empty melodies about the love of
men. Life was as dangerous as truth.
The conjurer brought home red velvet rope and
bound her hands and feet with it before excreting
narcissistic rage in making bruises bloom on her splayed
frame. One midnight Aleppo had curled her strong
golden body in on its restless self, trying to find a
position that would keep weight off her aches. He
reached over, easily as crushing a firefly, and wrapped
the rope twice around her neck. He did not pull it taut.
She stayed very still, knowing that he could.
“Wouldn’t you look glorious wearing this while I
took your front hole from behind? A collar for a wolfbitch-dog.” He laughed and tossed the rope away and
went to prepare himself another drink.
Only when he had left the room did Aleppo take in
ragged breaths. She had gotten good at sneaking into
slumber past the barbed-wire fence of pain. But tonight
caution stopped her at the border. All night she laid
awake, staring at that snakelike coil of scarlet rope.
He will choke the life and the breath out of me. Not
just my voice.
Always Aleppo’s body had spoken to her. Now it
whispered a tight icicle warning: if you stay here, you
will die.
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At the next party, she perched sparkling on the
conjurer’s knee. Even her fingernails dripped with tiny
jeweled bows.”Oh, yes! Exactly!” she exclaimed, and
“Silly me, I never thought of it that way!” She had never
spoken words of less substance, and everyone
whispered into the sorcerer’s ear: how beautiful she was
when she stopped dressing like a warrior-maiden from
the ocean groves and started dressing like a proper wife,
how clever he was to find such a sweet girl.
As the conjurer lectured, she fed him stuffed olives
laced with sparrow-meat and sleeping draught. Before
sunset he was yawning. “It seems I’ve overexterted
myself in educating this crowd. Come, Aleppo. You will
rejuvenate my tired flesh.”
But he was snoring the moment his bald head hit
silk. Aleppo yanked the stained-glass window open and
took deep breaths of spice-smoke air, relief from
drowning in jasmine perfume. No more golden
birdcage. Even for a women alone and friendless on the
streets, she thought, stuffing her least ostentatious tunics
into a pillowcase bundle, anything had to be better than
this.
She glanced towards her violin on the nightstand.
Chords no longer called to her; no cadences thrummed
in her fingers. But if I stay silent forever, then that
means he’s won. I won’t let him beat art out of me.
Maybe somewhere a hundred leagues away, the
faintest strains of a tune would call to her. Maybe when
she was forty-seven and fat and happy, something
sudden as scent would jolt into her head. Or it would
happen slowly, one note humming an undercurrent each
day for seasons, like her bloodstream singing to herself.
Somewhere music would look for her again. It would be
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like standing under a waterfall in winter, so pure and
cold that you wanted to both scream and laugh. It would
be like the homecoming of birds.
She broke the window from the outside, nimble on
knotted bedsheets. Teeth gritted, she pushed the glass
into her arm to feign a kidnapping’s blood. That hurt
even less than she’d expected. She unmade her rope and
climbed deftly down brickwork studded with amethysts
like sparrow’s eggs and pebbles of emerald.
She gripped the rope even harder with her injured
hand. I will be a fallen nun scourging myself for
unchaste sins, thought Aleppo. I will bring pain on
myself before any man gets the chance. I will say when
and where and how much blood.
Night shuttered the city. The lightless eyes of empty
buildings watched her run past.
Dawn tugged people onto the streets. They all had a
shop to hurry to, a class to doze in, supervisors to
placate. Where could she go?
As Aleppo turned in a slow circle, scouring her mind
for options, a laborer on the steps of a nearby building
called out to her.
“Beautiful woman, how are you? Sit down and
talk—let that pretty face smile!”
Like a wild goat hearing the hunter’s footstep,
Aleppo bolted. Each time her sandals slapped stone, the
world coalesced a little more. By the time she collapsed
against the ivy-cracked pillars of some forgotten temple,
she had a plan.
Beautiful was her problem. She was a vulnerable
creature; the world had doomed her as soon as she was
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born. She wanted to be something spiky and
swaggering, something at which no man could leer.
Aleppo knew about magic. She needed a sorcerer, a
shape-changer. Someone with eyes like alembics and a
surgeon’s hands.
“Give me your grandmother’s lace wedding veil,”
the sorcerer told her. “Strip the gold from your violin
and the pink from your cheeks. I will make you flat
enough to slip through the spaces between people’s
eyes.”
Aleppo bowed her head in thanks.
The sorcerer gave her use of the little bed beneath his
attic eaves. Six times a day, she drank a slushy green
soup made from evergreen bark, wild yams, and goat
hair. She washed herself just as often; after the first two
days, she was so dizzy she had to bathe sitting down.
One day after swallowing triangular yellow pills, her
breasts began to seep blood onto her white linen shift, a
parody of birth and fertility both that made her eyes
cross to look at it. She staggered downstairs to the
sorcerer. When she tried to explain what was happening,
only a dry heave lurched out.
“Do you wish to shed your inconvenient frame?”
With a warlike effort of will, she stood up straight.
“Yes.”
He undid the drawstrings of her shift and placed
clever masculine hands over her shoulders. Over her
hips. She would have taken a wood saw to their
roundness if her vision ceased doubling.
“Most excellent.” From an urn he drew a string of
small maggotlike snakes, each clutching another’s
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banded tail. The snake-rope braided itself in his hands.
Aleppo stood still, like a soldier facing a firing squad, as
the creatures touched her skin. Around and around they
slithered, compressing into acceptability each inch of
flesh. She would be invulnerable, glorious, all angles
and lines. Her breasts were as small as a child’s. Her
stomach was perfectly flat. If she stretched and held her
breath, she could see her ribs; it was easier than ever to
keep from breathing, the space between inhalations
pressure-extended.
From an inlaid basket, the sorcerer retrieved a thornstudded vine. One wilted rose petal still clung
stubbornly; he shredded it off. Aleppo fixed her gaze
upon the audience to her transformation: a marble globe,
a stuffed crocodile. One last brush of hands and then no
one will ever touch me again. The globe wobbled on its
axis, and the crocodile smiled back.
Don’t do this, said Aleppo’s body. It spoke not in
words now, but in creaks and tightenings. She closed the
hatches of her heart.
“Do it,” she said.
With practiced movements, the sorcerer circled the
thorns around her hips and under her thighs, reduction
and harness both. Each point prickled needle-like into
her flesh. Then he took a silver dagger from a velvet bag
and attached it very carefully at the joining of her legs,
the blade dangling downward. Numbness and cold
passed through skin that hardly seemed hers.
“Now you’re perfect.” He helped her dress.
It was difficult to breathe beneath the snakes, but she
agreed. Never mind the silence from her body, as if
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shocked by some betrayal. No one would hurt her. She
was sharp.
The sorcerer gave Aleppo a bag of potions and sent
her out into the world. She learned that if she walked
with her legs too close together, her thighs bled. She
imagined those trickles erasing every smudge where
hands had gripped. Under her tunic, snakes suckled at
her breasts. Her skin took on a parchment tone; her
already-short hair drifted out in the brush.
Under the city, there were people whose bodies
ached as much as hers. She would accompany their fury
in a minor key.
Far outside the city camped the Wild Women. In the
fifty-first year of their fire-building magicking drumpounding path, their priestess was August Moon
Johnson, and she was tired fit to die.
August was a big, strong woman with arms that
could lift a table or offer an embrace of sisterly
forgiveness. Stretch marks dappled her stomach like
streaks of sunlight through leaves, and dirt made a home
under her fingernails. She was youthful for a priestess—
yet sun and wind had aged her features, exhaustion her
soul.
All priestesses taught and guarded new recruits, but
August took on the largest share of responsibility. She
organized the migrations, distributed handscrawled
work-shift lists, bartered for supplies. And there were
always more sisters seeking liberation—or shying from
its wild light. Tender, timid girls who asked for
dominion over their own bodies like an apology.
Women strangling beneath jeweled necklaces who
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raised hands of porcelain lace and named their slave
markings war paint so fervently it made them weep.
They were a generation of uncertain rebellion,
suspicious of their grandmothers and of themselves.
An emptiness followed August. At night it breathed
in her ear like a lover and fed from her strength. Its
foggy not-self twined around her neck like sleek dark
fur. When she lead songs around the campfire it sat on
her lap. Its weight pressed against her thighs, hips,
chest. Her eyes let go of the sparks they had collected
and grew red from wood smoke, her public name for
tears. At night emptiness unrolled its bedroll next to
hers. It whispered in her ear like the opposite of a lover:
the world isn’t messed up, you’re just angry because
daddy smacked you around once in a while. You’re not
very pretty, you’re not very smart—and devoured her
strength.
August healed, August guided. August sang out the
wild woods. Lately she explained freedom and her voice
grew hoarse. There was always a sister cowering behind
a locked door or caged in a corset. She couldn’t stop. If
people were not constantly asking her for help, pressing
her hand with grateful kisses, did she really exist? A
decade out of daughter-servitude and so often those
instincts still overwhelmed her.
“Sit down and rest a while, I’ll get it.”
“No, don’t trouble yourself.”
“Is there anything I can do to lighten your load?”
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The more she drew from her inner self, the larger
emptiness swelled. Since her investment, it had
expanded from the dimensions of a kitten to those of a
slavering hunting hound. Months earlier August had sat
cross-legged in her tent to reweave the patterns of
memory. Her guts clenched at remembered blows,
closed eyelids stiffening. Away from the pain, then, and
towards how it shaped me—
But the images broke apart each time she reached for
them, threads of brittle white light. Now the whispering
was constant, and she could no longer stand to be alone
with her thoughts. Even sitting during kitchen shift
provoked a discontented ache.
Many years ago, when she still thought of herself as
runaway stepdaughter rather than junior priestess, she’d
heard a woman playing the violin. Appreciation bubbled
inside her soul and turned to applause. This is what life
should be like. Her melodies forging a country of
women, her words tree roots that ripped through walls.
The whole crowd danced togetherness.
She remembered the singer, a girl with golden skin
and fledgling-short black hair. Her unbridled vitality
had brought August back to life. But slowly the infusion
faded from her limbs; the emptiness caught up to her,
clung closer still. Now, years later, she took the
underground clockwork rumble-train back to the city of
silver towers.
In the pockets of her men’s work pants August
carried beautiful rowan-wood arrows wrapped in bright
thread. They were love tokens with rounded points of
aura quartz. In the breast pocket of her men’s work shirt
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August carried a miniature chocolate goddess with
raspberry cordial filling. She would give these to her
fierce fiddler, her fey rhymer-warrior, after the show.
But she wasn’t there. Identical dull-eyed glamour girls
mouthed bitch-and-ho songs before returning their lifesized wrapped boxes. Something in August fell and
broke. The chocolate turned to blood and melted a great
swath down the front of her shirt.
She limped down the street. Beside her, homeless
beggars dreamt of comfort and smiled in their sleep.
Underground, rats petrified by clockwork wheels dashed
to miraculous escapes. And when August returned to the
Wildwoods, baby rabbits would let children pet them,
and mosquitoes would skitter away. She always had
enough energy for everyone except herself.
Someday she imagined a girl would come into her
tent. She would find only the emptiness crouched like a
wildcat over dead oak leaves.
Now August knew that time was close.
Aleppo climbed down to the dance-catacombs filled
with youths the sorcerer had helped. In a room tiled with
purple-flamed lanterns she spun with boys who wore
only spiderwebs and gemstones and coughed out a thin
trail of white eggs when they opened their mouths,
whose throats were filled with windchimes and their
soft eyes with starlight and secret grief. One boy had
two mouths tattooed beneath his shirt. They seemed
cartoonish, but they opened, whispered, ate. Perhaps
they were what kept him alive; he had long ago
transcended the need for solid food, making him
somewhat of a celebrity among the catacombs.
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“What do they eat?” Aleppo asked. Everyone else
was gathered around an octopus samovar, where they
drank from long enameled tubes of blue smoke and
coughed it out.
“Stale oyster meat. Bushels of slick green leaves.
And compliments. And lesbians. They’ve bankrupted
me.”
“I can’t help you,” Aleppo retorted arrow-quick,
twisting away from his shaking hands. “I’m not a
flabby, furry lesbian. Use your political manners. I’m
the sharp intelligence of snakes and thorns.” She
grabbed her fabric totes full of half-finished bottles and
ran deeper into the illuminated darkness.
Singing was unthinkable to Aleppo; the very idea felt
like being naked on a battlefield. But music was still her
most fluent language, and she wrote songs for a coterie
of scraggly-haired ministrels called Burning Lifeboats.
Once she composed a song of blue June skies and
pink sandals. Cottages on quiet streets with flourishing
gardens and inquisitive cats. Living with someone for so
long that you forgot which tunics were yours.
“Boring! Sing something realistic.”
“Yeah, they’d never let us live like that.”
So she crafted what comfort she could: slow ballads
of the next drink, the next lover, the next place to sleep.
Others wanted her to echo their anger.
Someday the prisons of our bodies will let us out on
parole. Someday we will be wild beasts and no one asks
a shark to show their wounds. We will have sonnets
instead of names. We will be made of dandelion seeds
and spiderwebs.
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Everyone we have ever loved will welcome us with
open legs and everyone who hates us will die in a fire.
She knew what they wanted, these heart-naked
firebrands whose pain pointed outward.
Corker was a tough girl with a military crop, her
muscular back tattooed with pictures of her dead lovers.
She wept quietly whenever Aleppo dared to murmur
chords of hope. She puked up ginger-rosewater vodka
and was always pinching at the skin on her stomach,
saying: God, I look like I’m pregnant.
One day Aleppo saw her high-stepping on a table as
wine sprayed from her belly button.
No, Aleppo realized, moving closer. Not dancing,
writhing, though her expression mocked a smile. And
not wine. Blood.
She was taking a saw to herself and hacking off
pieces of her hips. The arch of her dancer’s feet, a big
chunk of her nose. “There’s been too much of me,” she
called out, half-singing. “I’m going to stick with this.
I’m going to be clean.”
Blood sprayed across the laughing crowds. Aleppo
ran to her side. “You’re going to die if you keep doing
this.”
“If you don’t let me finish, my stomach will burst.
Open-eyed drowning in sick chocolate frosting bile.”
“Don’t do this,” Aleppo shouted. She tried to pry a
dagger from a boy’s hand as the crowd joined in wild
cardio revelry, but he just elbowed her in the face.
“Maybe we’re not making anything better by hurting
ourselves.”
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Angry kids sneered pierced lips in her face. Their
past carried them into confusion; at a remembering
word, they could no longer distinguish between enemy
and friend.
“You’ll never understand.”
“Get out!”
“Get out!”
They chased Aleppo up into cold night.
Rain splattered sandstone walls; a horse clattered
hurriedly past. Its footsteps heaved muck onto Aleppo’s
cloak, wetting her as if with intestinal blood. Looking
down, she saw her face in a puddle: cheekbones
starvation-harsh, once-golden skin pale as any
cavedweller. Her grey eyes held metallic bitterness. Her
bald scalp was a mass of swords. Aleppo sneered down
at the wreck of herself and dispersed the mirror with a
kick. Freezing water soaked into her boot. Damn them,
it wasn’t as if she’d disagreed, only asked to staunch the
blood! And she did believe the sorcerer. Her new form
was a better shield than any weapon. If she fled far
enough, that, too, would safeguard her wounds.
She gathered her violin close and scanned the town.
Would a hamlet this provincial even provide shelter for
vagabonds? But they’d house her with men—or, worse,
with women. Beyond the last row of buildings, dark
storm-tossed trees loomed. Some thicket of branches
would staunch her shivering. Or she’d time her laughter
to the thunder, and open her arms to lightning when it
was lured to strike her down.
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August, preparing herself to rest under emptiness,
heard something. A ballad en tremolo on a single violin
cut a sparkling path through sleep. A woman attending
her own funeral, August thought, would weep in this
key. Who could play something so exquisite, yet so
deluged with pain? She left the Wild Women’s camp
and wandered between the restless trees, seeking the
singer, peering owlish into the night. A curl of wind
tossed music one way, then the other. Before long she
could barely catch the melody over her yawns, and bold
stars twinkled overhead. It was all she could do to
navigate back to her tent, but she slept easier than she
had in years. Her chest felt lighter when she breathed.
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A creature of void approached Aleppo while she
played to the rain.
What were you supposed to ask its kind? Potionaddled, she did the best she could. “What are you
from?”
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The emptiness looked up at her with big round eyes.
“Play for me,” it demanded in its child’s growl.
Unsure what it wanted, she brought out the warm
call of a G.
“Yes. Now play more. Good enough to keep up!”
Its song flickered with memories.
Elders crammed into a smoky kitchen, flinging
accusations of laziness like full potsMy mother died and I took on her choresIt had no human concept of tempo or key. She jolted
overshot through wild reels, quavered precision so
drawn-out the joint within her elbow strained.
No room for anything but concentration. With every
bit of her being she strained to match the emptiness. The
snake-ropes, the thorn-strands—both dropped away
from her idea of self. The music would carry her
through pine trees and moon.
All this melded into a rush of strange beauty.
Suddenly she knew where it would hurt next: solitary
scuff-marks in a dust-covered street, the sudden snap of
whip-welt rows. Aleppo gave herself to listening, and
her song became solidarity.
Unjust liars, traitor-kin, blows sting that never
should have struck! I too will yell your innocence. I too
will burn with what you know. Cast down the burdens of
others. Hug yourself to your own bosom. You’re so
damn good it hurts.
And a thought throbbed within her, an undercurrent
that might someday roar to life: my story shares a heart
with yours.
They finished soft, entwined essences reaching the
final note. Aleppo rested her violin on the tree stump
and rubbed her eyes. Her heart still tapped a gladiator
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rhythm; her biceps ached. I missed that, she thought. I
missed music. It had been all crammed up inside of her,
aching to break loose. Now she felt wrung out… yet
almost herself. She knew she could still travel to the
mind-world of song which had always been home.
The emptiness leaned against her. “Wrong,” it
quavered, more question than condemnation. “I was
oversensitive and very wrong.”
Its creator constantly reached out in kindness, fearing
only for the well-being of others. Aleppo knew that
now, and she adored this small cursed thing. “Hush,”
she murmured.
It rested its head in the crook of her wiry arm.
Sleeping against her warmth, it steamed and shrank.
Unconsciously she curled shelter around it. When she
woke, it was as small as a handkerchief. It prodded her
nose like a hungry cat. “Home,” it demanded, and
thought at her: a sun-streamed meadow somewhere
near. The path would take her still further from the city.
Aleppo folded up the emptiness and put it in her
pocket. “All right, let’s go.”
Later that day she emerged from the forest into a
meadow. She took one step and stopped, barely able to
even breathe the scent of anemone blossoms. There
were women everywhere. Crafting on hand looms,
seated in storytelling circles, sprinting through chase
games. A skinny girl drifted a flute melody into open air
as younger children clustered around her.
Even the people she’d mistaken for men were
women, women with bold jagged features and weatherroughened hands, women with wiry sailor muscles,
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hard-edged faces, salt and pepper hair, roguish smiles.
No one was pretending anything, Aleppo saw. None of
them were afraid.
“My place,” the emptiness in her pocket hummed,
buzzing with agitation. “My people—have to do for
them, can’t just sit here.”
“Hush now,” she whispered back, petting its silky
surface. “Do they look like anything’s wrong?”
“No, but—you never know—you can never tell—”
“I think it’s all beautiful, and I’m new to this place.
Let me look!”
“What if something goes wrong? Find her warn her
keep her moving—”
It popped out of her pocket; on reflex, she caught in
in a vice-like grip. “Consider this. What if nothing goes
wrong?”
It wriggled, considering. At last it stilled except for
little puffs of breath, calm as a kitten. To cement her
victory, she improvised an inward song: look at the
evening sunlight, the flowers twined in curly hair. Feel
the laughter. Feel my strong hands.
She slipped the emptiness-creature back into her
cloak, daring herself a hidden smile.
There was a woman standing on a crude wooden
platform, a stringed instrument hanging strapped across
her body. Something in her pulsed as wild as the foresttangled raspberry bushes that had sustained Aleppo in
her recent wanderings. When she pushed her hair back,
Aleppo could see the feral wisdom in her face. She
smiled like a pirate queen surveying her ships and began
to sing.
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“They say women who look like me will always lose
women who look like you.
Drowning in the tide of history or healthy common
sense
Well, I never read the rumors
Set on paper in past tense…”
Her songs were like sprinting through the woods as
the trees flew past, splashing in the bellsong of a deep
clear stream. Rebellion over stocking-mending work in
farmhouse moonlight; to live as a woman in a world that
loved men was to make fireworks of expectation. We
burn with the essence of ourselves, here and tonight.
Aleppo could feel the emptiness shudder and relax.
A figure streaked up to the musician as she
descended. “August, can you help me show the new
women how to store dishes?”
Aleppo saw her expression; compassion fatigued by
overstretch. A weariness of wanting to sleep for a
hundred years, and the knowledge that she would still
shiver alone. Don’t, she thought. You’re worth more
than filling yourself with others’ responsibilities. Set
just one limit.
She felt the thought pass between them, brown-eyed
telepathy and rose-petal breath. The musician turned to
the younger girl. “I don’t think you need my help for
that. Or—why not ask Valerian? She looks full of
energy.”
“But you know everything!”
“If only the knowing was the same as the doing,
Basil. I’m afraid I can’t be everywhere at once, but I’m
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sure someone else will be happy to help.” She patted the
other woman on the back and walked away.
Dozens of women queued up for dinner. Aleppo
shuffled cautiously to the end of the line. To her
surprise, the woman ladling out vegetable stew was the
performer from earlier.
“Here. Take as much as you want.”
“Really?”
Her smile came easily. “We’ve cooked plenty. I’m
August Moon Johnson, current priestess. I’ll sit with
you, if you wish.”
Watching her standing-tall swagger was like sipping
a drug. With a wary nod, Aleppo followed her to a
wooden table. “What is this place, anyway?”
“Last month it was a meadow. Now it’s the
campground of the Wild Women.”
“The what?”
“We wander all through the known lands, trading
treasures, foraging, singing. Our herbs grow in clay pots
that we load onto carts. Our children grow on horseback
and lyre-string. Women from all over flee homes and
marriages to join us, or stray from their mending to
listen and learn, then return home to speak their fight.
I’m the head priestess… the leader.” She explained a
little about their current project, instructing servant girls
how to teach each other to read.
The figure under the cloak listened, her breathing
deep and intent. She was a paragon of dark-wrapped
stillness; August could feel her mind begin to change.
“It’s a beautiful idea,” she murmured at last. Regret
curled at the edges of her tone, but admiration streaked
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brighter than bitterness. She listened to everything, and
she didn’t tell August that she could be doing more for
the revolution, or change the subject mid-sentence, or
remind her that men could suffer from the world as well.
Instead she reached under her tattered dark cloak and
pulled out—“I may have something that belongs to
you.”
August watched the emptiness flutter back and forth
on the picnic bench. At first she’d taken it for a scrap of
cloth; now she saw it glance between old mistress and
new companion.
She lifted the clot of emptiness in cupped hands and
passed it to August. Their fingers touched; hers were
unexpectedly warm. The sensation ran through August,
a shiver of sun. That’s not mine, she wanted to call out.
But it was already too late. The emptiness had leaped
nimbly onto her thighs, and from there to perch atop her
shoulder, leaning against her neck. Its weight didn’t
drive the breath from her lungs as usual. Instead it was
only the weight of a pocketwatch, more inconvenience
than crippling doubt. She could still treasure beauty.
Ripples of orange cream clouds glowed through the
sunset as a wind stirred the grass.
The creature’s memories seeped into her. She held
me so gently, it whispered. She felt each image; those
musician-calloused hands that smelled like pine and
fresh earth rubbing and holding, encircling her. Droplets
of lemon juice drying on a golden collarbone,
highlighting a tang to the sweetness of skin. The steady
pressure of her arms. I told her our doubts, the
emptiness whispered.
August blanched. You told her what?
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Again that sense of drawing from a sister-soldier’s
strength, solemn attention blending into unconditional
comfort.
“This is yours, isn’t it?” Aleppo asked.
Doubt flared up as the emptiness curled into a more
comfortable perch. “Would you still be here if it was?”
“I think you’re brave,” she said quietly. ”And I’ve
seen what you do here—it’s incredible. I never knew
that we could be… that women could be allowed to do
something like that.”
“I heard those rules once,” August admitted.
“What did you do?”
“Sang loud as I could until I couldn’t hear anything
but music.”
Aleppo, hiding the softest echo of a smile, poured
wooden goblets of sweet peach wine for them both.
Sunset ebbed into night over their quick talk and
laughter.
“If you don’t wish to travel onward, you can rest in
my tent,” August said after storytelling.
At the thought of sharing a sleep-space with
someone, Aleppo’s knees snapped together under the
picnic table. The knife’s edges bit deep. A pained cry
rocketed up her throat; she drowned it with a swig of
wine. “I’ve been traveling a while. Sleeping rough
comes second nature.”
Why? What’s your problem with me? Do I look
untrustworthy? That’s what she expected to hear.
Instead August quirked a smile. “I’ll lend you a blanket.
The mist is cool at night.”
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No one screaming from the sharp crack of a
recreational whip. No one grunting her awake; no hard
footsteps and shouted exchanges of threats. Aleppo
coughed into her pillow. The snakes, forced to loosen,
hissed—but that was commonplace by now. Then she
slept better than she had in months.
“Would you consider staying with us until you’re
well enough to travel again?” asked August the next
morning. “You’re welcome amongst the Wild Women
as long as you contribute.”
Women and weak burst together once again in
Aleppo’s mind, two waves crashing far from shore.
“This place is just for women, isn’t it? Because I’m a
tornado, a sword wrapped in skin. You wouldn’t even
recognize what you’d find under here.”
“You’re welcome to our hospitality,” August
repeated.
Aleppo searched August’s face for a trace of
anything but gentleness. She wanted to believe that
August was as she seemed, deep-down generosity
wrapped in stubbornness and freckles, a woman whose
worst fear was letting down the cause. She wanted even
more to believe that the world would allow a woman
like that to survive. “Then I’ll see what I can do to
help.”
For a few nights, Aleppo slept outdoors. She leaned
against the slats of packing crates and stared at
constellations with unseeing eyes. A pounding spring
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rain drove her to seek shelter in the manner of a feral
cat.
August was folding a just-shed tunic when the tentflap burst open to the rhythm of thunder. Priestesses
laughed at modesty, but she still tripped over an urge to
cover the spill of breasts and belly from Aleppo’s coaldark gaze.
“It’s cold out,” Aleppo muttered, as if fending off an
attack that hadn’t been made.
August rolled up her trousers. “Will you stay?”
Her sharp face flickered. “What do I owe you?”
August felt like a terracotta teacup shoved onto a
hard-packed floor, a fish slid between campfire embers.
Words pushed and jostled to come out: my icicle, my
clever-palmed, who dared to hurt you? Where are you
from? But “Nothing,” she said at once. Maybe it
bounced off the cloth walls a little too loud, but Aleppo
understood. Sprawling on the extra pallet, she flung off
her hood and wrung out the wet tangle of her hair.
She sang in her sleep, August noticed later that night,
fragments of fractured melody.
Bereft of its usual spot, emptiness paced and
grumbled, eventually settling at a spot near her feet. It
still whispered, but she heard it much less clearly. After
many nights, Aleppo shifted towards the other woman
in her sleep, seeking out warmth. If even a fingertip
touched her, she jolted away and, still unconscious,
shivered in the night air. August slept curled and
motionless, secretly grateful for the violinist’s solid
strength.
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August knew the cloak concealed raw lacerations of
body and spirit. Yet at the same time she could no
longer tell which of them was the tree and which the
vine.
Aleppo gave her an excuse to turn down
responsibilities: “I have an idea how you could end the
bridge of that ballad, do you perchance have your guitar
with you?” From behind her heavy cloak she peered
calculatingly at everyone. She never talked about
herself, but people sought her out as a listener. Seerlike,
she shared that knowledge with August. “Willow knows
where all the repair supplies are stored. Have you
considered putting her in charge of that?” or “I recall
you saying you weren’t sure who’d perform tonight—
may I make a suggestion? Eli practices in secret, but
she’s developed a masterful tumbling act …”
If only she stopped holding her shoulders like
shields, thought August, I would rest my head on them
as I’ve rested my burdens.
One day, when a young girl came crying for help
with something August knew she could manage, she
shoved the emptiness away and said so. “I know you
rely on me. Part of me needed the wanting, but now I’m
trying to do better. I know how powerful you are, and
priestess doesn’t make me queen. Teach the new girls
sans my aid, Skylark. I swear you’ll thrive.”
“Really?”
Aleppo was looking in her direction, her dark, steady
gaze devoid of judgement.
Strength hummed in August’s bones. “Yes,” she said
decidedly.
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“That means so much—that you have so much faith
in me. Thank you so much! I’ll do my best!” She darted
off, eager.
“Do you feel all right?” Aleppo asked, drawing near.
August closed her eyes and breathed communication
with herself. The emptiness gnawed at her neck,
whispering look what a lazy slut we are. But it was just
an itch, a buzz. She could lounge steadfast in the
sunlight. There was always more work to be done, but
not all of it had to be hers. She opened her eyes. “I think
I am.”
August was the least angry person Aleppo had ever
met. It was gluttonously intoxicating to be around
people who loved and fed themselves, who sought to
heal each other instead of exhorting special brokenness.
She scanned bodies for signs of a sorcerer’s touch, but
noticed none.
Surely it was too late for her. If they saw how she’d
paid for her escape with pain, they’d turn away from
her, cast her out just like the people of the catacombs
had done. They’d light torches and chase her to the edge
of the meadow and through the woods.
Still, it gave her a secret smile to know of a place
where people believed a girl-child could grow up
without fear.
Aleppo still wore her enveloping cloak and drank the
potions in little green glass bottles that tasted like
wheatgrass and turmeric. But because she’d carried a
battered violin strapped to her back all the way from the
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entowered city, because she could catch any pitch or
interval from embedded memory, musicians gathered
close to her. She demonstrated flourishes and fingerings,
solved the harmonic resolution of a six-part illustrative
maze. Secret satisfaction hummed in Aleppo. Her
expertise had survived, if not her hope. Before long she
had volunteered to teach three classes. I may not live in
peace, she thought, but I can guide its flourishing, a
distant song.
“I’m damn proud of you,” August said, shoving a
thick slice of bread into her soup. “Have I mentioned
that?” August, befuddling in her clarion purity, always
asked permission before braiding her hair. She had a
worker’s thick-skinned hands. As they stirred soup
together, each sharing the day’s tasks and adventures,
her laugh could shake boulders.
Sometimes, in the tent’s soft darkness, Aleppo rolled
carefully onto her side. She looked at August’s
expansive body, the way peace buoyed her breath. If my
skin and I were not at war, I might—She never dared to
finish the thought. Not even in daytime when she and
August were walking through the campgrounds,
shoulders nearly touching, running through the great list
of plans to be made for their departure.
A complicated jig drifted over the breeze. The tune
stirred up a memory of playing for the fishermen,
calling in their catch. “That fingering… that ought to be
Coriander on the lyre,” Aleppo murmured. And,
realization dawning, “I taught her that!”
“You must be as good a teacher as you were a
performer, then.”
My songs spoke much more eloquently sans
interpreter. Jealousy shivered through her, tangled with
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the need to create. “I like to think I’m decent,” she said,
ambiguous.
“More than just decent, special. Go sit by her and
listen, if you wish. I’m more than restored enough to
handle the rest of these chores on my own.”
She could never be truly happy, not with her body
disintegrating upon itself, her magic all but lost—but
sometimes the deepest artistry lay in pretending.
Pretending you could dash through the long grasses and
ride bareback, that you could still climb up the olive tree
without your bones twinging and laugh without a hidden
lie.
If pretending woke August’s crooked grin—
She tossed August a smile and dashed through the
hills. Beyond the main campground, the land seemed to
open up; she heard nothing but birdsong, saw nothing
but the distant pines.
A hand grabbed her arm; startled, she whirled.
“Aleppo. Come here. Is it really you?” It was the
conjurer, dressed for the summer in oil-slick silk.
I’ll die rather than let you take me back, was her first
reflex. Then: no, you’ll die at my hands. She snatched a
kindling log and threw herself towards him. Already she
could envision his skull crumbling under the blow, his
body folding up forever.
The snakes around her chest pulled taut. Agony
crushed through her ribs like iron spikes. The
improvised weapons spilled from her hands. Still she
struggled to stay standing, unwilling to be robbed of
dignity. His hands cupped the air in an elegant swirl.
The thorn-suspended knife flipped around to stab her
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joining. It was a piece of hot coal pressed down by a
burly hand. A knot of pure acid. She was kneeling,
screaming. Her hands dug at the grass. She wrenched
what she could of her body back under control and
forced agony down into an inward shudder.
“How did you… Why…” She tried to pry off the
snakes, but they cut into her fingers like tightening
bandages. Anger came out in a wet cough.
“The shape-changing sorcerer? Of course I’m
familiar with his handiwork. I love to see women cut
themselves down to size.” He snapped his fingers. The
snakes and thorns harnessed her up, a biting yank.
“You’ll come home and play my songs. You’ll tell
everyone how happy the knife makes you, how
women’s worst enemies are their own solid flesh. And
despite your wounds, I love you still.” He made her take
the first step, but after that she moved her own feet.
Aleppo moved ahead, her eyes and ears closed to all
joy. She was a creature of self-inflicted wounds, her
mind a jumble and her skin a vise. Wild women were
glorious and free; they’d rather sit in a campfire or
drown in a lake than have anything to do with someone
like her. Maybe she could finish the potions the sorcerer
had gave her, the one that would turn her face into
polished marble and her voice into the sound of
whispering snakes. Maybe if she drank nothing but
cigarette smoke, spoke only in breath, she would fit her
bones into a sharp-hipped body of silver and steel; a
beautiful object who could look away, sneering, from a
woman in pain. She would take a saw to her body and
pry away grasping skin until she pulled out the power to
be left alone.
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As he slipped her arm through hers, she squared her
jaw and set a course. The world was simple as a scalpel.
Truth would bury her alive.
August had arrived, along with a coterie of fierce
Wild Women. Now Aleppo heard her speak. “Leave our
sister alone.”
Sister. The word both warmed and singed deep in her
belly, and it was too late to figure out how she felt.
“You call that your sister? She’s a zoo.” He grabbed
Aleppo by the shoulders and turned her around. “Look
at them. Look how perfect and content they are and look
at your blood.”
August’s face was a dangerous cliff. “You have an
interesting idea of perfection.” At a gesture, the
emptiness swelled until fog engulfed her entire body. It
wrapped around her like a lover and sucked wetly at her
freckled skin. This is what I was like at my worst, her
steady gaze said. All I could do was run. When I stopped
running I didn’t even know how to get out of bed.
Hardly anyone can see it; I hide it well, but sometimes
I’m still confused, still hurting.
And I think I’m still loved.
Another woman wiped off her lipstick on her sleeve.
Jagged patterns of dots marked lips that had been
completely sewn shut, the stitches hurriedly unpicked
with broken fingernails.
Aleppo saw a big gray-haired woman with
pockmarks on her chest from where thorns, now long
removed, had ripped her skin. She saw a wide-lipped
mermaid with the desiccated corpses of small yellow
snakes twining through her multi-pierced ears. Women
with the imprint of five masculine fingers tattooed
indigo on their throats, with beige porcelain paint
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peeling from healthy brown foreheads, or tally marks of
people they lost raised and pale on their wrists. They
were all alike, Aleppo realized. No one had grown to
womanhood completely unscathed. And no one was any
less magic or any less strong.
She made it three steps before the bonds yanked
tight, but by then she was nearly in August’s arms.
“Help me,” she gasped out and “Help her,” August
called. The blood-stained fabric of her white tunic fell to
the grass. Many hands grasped snake-tails, wiggling the
barbs to slide out easy and smooth. August knelt
between her legs and eased her fingers under the rope of
thorns. “May I—”
Do it and finally and yes, hurry tangled into an
indistinct cry of assent.
The swelling harmony of women’s voices caged the
conjurer in a prism of night and moonshine edged with
saturated rainbow. August guided each thorn from her
skin and, in one steady movement, pulled out the knife.
There was pleasure itself in the absence of pain, a sense
of loss resolving into full, spreading warmth. This time,
she didn’t silence herself. She leaned on August’s
shoulders, half screaming-half laughing. Her body felt
wrung out to a good clean emptiness. Unexpected tears
swamped down her cheeks, relief like the end of a fever.
“Don’t stop touching me.”
She cupped Aleppo there, a gesture not intended to
protect long-shed modesty but to soothe with a pulsing
exhalation of healing magic. By tomorrow the wound
would be a memory, the blood long dry, and the way
August’s thumb stroked against the curve of her
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hipbone was a gift in itself. A few moments ago she
would’ve expected her legs to give out; now her body
was electric with new strength, and she stood unafraid
as the clouds parted between her and the sorcerer.
These are my wounds; you placed the knife in my
hand and told me where to cut.
These are the places you hurt me.
This is my body, and never again will you take it by
force.
His sight struggled to accept her newfound majesty.
“Maybe there are more men like you,” Aleppo said
quietly, “but there have always been brave women like
us.”
Her wild sisters closed in on him. A howling chant of
thigh-slaps and sharp laughter tore through bodies, rose
like a plume of smoke into the sunset air. Aleppo’s
heartbeat whirled into a skin drum. She only watched,
feverish inspiration conducting her hands.
When the women drew back, all that remained of the
sorcerer was a greasy stain upon the grass.
Aleppo rested her head on August’s sturdy shoulder
and breathed until her ragged gasps turned into tears.
Something pressed against her hip. Don’t need that
anymore. She lifted her hand and threw the potion bottle
away. It described a glittering arc before smashing on a
rough grey stone. The shards turned to long-rotted
eggshells, its spilled contents to salt.
Later, Aleppo bathed in the priestess’s tent. She
noticed the belt of red scars, the way her voice still
trembled like pieces of glass.
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“You can befriend your body again,” August told
her. “I promise on vineyards—your voice will make its
own new song.”
“Will I be beautiful?” Aleppo asked suspiciously.
“No one will make you their ornamentation, not
when you’re one of us. You will be sweaty and muddy
and nature-smudged. You will be dangerous. You will
be wild.”
Aleppo stood in the evening darkness of the warm
silk tent. She ran careful firm hands over her stillbruised breasts, her healing hips. She forgave her body
with each touch; and like a sacred flame, it loved her
back. Time, that made the hillside grasses grow again
after droughts, would make forgiveness grow too.
Someday her body would speak to her again, and she
would listen, words of joy.
Seasons later, when the Wild Women once again
moved past the city of silver towers, Aleppo would
venture underground to the children of the catacombs.
With a song of joy and freedom, she would lead them to
untroubled air.
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Eastern Kansas: Summer 1863
I chase my prey across rolling fields, grass baked in the
summer heat crunching under my paws. As if to taunt
me, he’s taken the form of a wolf, just as I have, but his
scent is wrong—rather than sylvan musk, he smells of
cold steel and hot viscera. His kind can never rid
themselves of the heavy stench that clings to those who
feed on human blood.
He can take whatever form he likes, but at his core
he’s nothing but a leech. I have only two forms: human
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and wolf. My strength peaks with the light of the full
moon, which shines down on me now. Over the past
several months I have followed this creature from
Connecticut to Kansas—which these days carries its
own heavy stench of blood, in the thick of the war. My
kind has pledged to protect humanity from his, and I
have particular reason to want this one’s head. If I can
take him down tonight…
I pause, shake my shaggy head to clear it. I’m not
usually distracted by human concerns when I take this
form. “What happens once I kill Thomas Livingston?”
is not a question I entertain easily when I wear a human
face, much less a wolf’s. I left my home to hunt this
creature, and like as not I won’t return.
I’ve hunted him across the prairie, pushing him
toward the river. They can’t cross running water, at least
on foot, though their origins are in Europe, just as the
stories say, so clearly they find their ways. We push
through the brush and woods that line the river, and for
just a moment I wish I had a pack. Like our fully-wolf
brethren, we hunt better in packs, but I am alone here.
I follow his scent, catch a glimpse of dark fur
through the trees. A few more yards, and the trees show
me a different glimpse: moonlight on murky river. I
burst forward, certain I have him now. I’m panting
heavily—I don’t remember how long I’ve been running
or how long the moon has been up. I ought to be
keeping track, but tonight there is only the hunt.
I leave the cover of the woods, hitting the sandy bank
of the river, and lose his scent. I huff in frustration,
scanning the sand for footprints, then jolt at the crack of
a rifle, far too close. A towhead rises from the water a
hundred feet from the bank, and, somehow, there
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Livingston stands, in human form—but ghostly in
pallor—holding a rifle and wearing a wide grin. He led
me here on purpose.
His laughter rings in my ears as I race away, just like
the last time, just like when he attacked Marissa. My
aunts said it was my fault for befriending her in the first
place, that it would be my fault if I got myself killed in
going after him, and no skin off their noses, strange one
that I am. I am determined not to let them be right.
I hear his voice echo behind me: “Until next time,
Josephine!”

I first saw Marissa at the burying ground in New
Haven. I have family there, perhaps more interred there
than anywhere else, save forests where wolf carcasses
were left to decay by those who knew no better. I had
just left an early spring offering at the grave of my
great-grandmother when I noticed Marissa.
Her skirts were full and fashionable, her dress a
lovely shade of mauve, but it was her hair that caught
my attention—rather than flattened and pinned and
netted, her sable curls flew free, dancing around her face
and shoulders as if a separate living creature. She
straightened from a grave and met my eye, with a quirk
of her eyebrow to say she’d caught me staring. I offered
a friendly smile, or what I hoped was one, then scurried
away, not yet ready to interact with her.
Thoughts I’d had previously, ideas I hadn’t known
what to do with, crystallized for me in that moment. I
was a good age to be married—past the right age, if you
asked my aunts—and while no suitors had yet come
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calling, I was resigned to the idea that I would do what
was expected: I would marry, and we would couple
under the light of a full moon. Inwardly I hoped my
husband would feel called to leave immediately, to join
the 7th Connecticut, perhaps, and then my life could go
back to normal. I had heard whispers about “spinster
aunts” when I was in school, but I could never quite
imagine such things—not with my own aunts, Teresa
and Catherine, forever breathing down my neck. I could
no more imagine them having illicit desires than I
could… well, desires of any sort, really. Sometimes
even milk in one’s tea was too much of an indulgence
for their tastes. Yet they’d had husbands of their own,
still had grown children of their own, so I hoped there
was more to their lives than I credited.
My familial duties did not change when I saw
Marissa that day, but something in my understanding of
myself fell into place, just as it had the day my mother
sat me down to explain my menses, and how our family
was much more connected to the moon and her cycles
than most.
My mother lost my father on a hunt, when I was
small. She has never told me all the details, but she
returned under the waning moon, with a mangled leg
and without him. She went too long before seeking
treatment, for how does a woman explain to a staid New
England doctor how her leg was caught in a bear trap?
In the end, the leg couldn’t be saved, and so we moved
in with Aunt Catherine. I love my mother fiercely, and
want to honor her legacy by passing it to children of my
own, but she also taught me the shortness of our lives,
how I should appreciate what I have while I have it. I
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soon realized how short my time with Marissa could be
if I wasn’t vigilant.
The next time I saw her was at a Congregationalist
meeting called to discuss the battles to the south and
how to help freed and runaway slaves moving north.
Mother didn’t fight anymore, but she was skilled at
organizing, especially since many of our enemies were
also slaveholders—the idea of humans as chattel seemed
to come easily enough to them. At the meeting’s end, I
caught a glimpse of those sable curls, and before I
realized what I was doing, I’d clutched at Mother’s
hand. She followed my eyes, tensed as if thinking I’d
spotted a leech in an unwelcome place indeed. Finding
none, she asked, “Who is that?”
Abashed, I loosened my grip. “I don’t know,” I
admitted, excusing myself to find out.
She was leaving the church when I caught up with
her. She smelled of lilacs. I somehow found the nerve to
tap her shoulder. When she turned and saw it was me—
hardly worth noticing, I’d always thought, with ordinary
mouse-brown hair and storm grey eyes—a warm smile
flashed across her face.
Marissa and I became fast friends, and more. I was
so wrapped up in her I didn’t realize what was
happening at first.
A bit of moisture on Marissa’s brow would not have
been unexpected on that unseasonably warm day in late
March, except that her hands were so clammy. As I
gripped them, Marissa admitted to fatigue, weakness,
and when I pressed further she confessed to seeing two
small wounds on the inside of her elbow that morning.
I confused her further by jumping up and stalking
across the room. Chagrined at my own carelessness, I
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told myself I would make up for it by hunting the leech
feeding on my Marissa and taking his head. The moon
was half-full and waxing; it would have been wise to
wait another week for my full strength, wiser still to
take the week to assemble a pack. But I couldn’t dispel
the image of a leech crouching over Marissa as she
slept, his teeth in the tender flesh of her arm, perhaps
juicier veins—the neck, the thigh—once she’d been
drained into compliance.
I imagined myself her savior.
I spent a day in surveillance, studying Marissa’s
family home, the avenues of approach, checking
Mother’s lists of known leeches within 20 miles. She
knew of Livingston, I learned later—the family had
been hunting him since before she was born—but he’d
not been heard from in decades. When the moon rose
that night, I snuck into the woods, hid my clothes in a
familiar thicket, and changed form. I crept up to
Marissa’s house, keeping to the shadows, knowing the
risk a wolf takes in the city. I could smell him in her
garden, the tang of blood sliding underneath the cool
scents of fresh blooms and starlit lawn.
My first mistake was in the way I entered the house.
Looking back, the sensible choice would have been to
enter the house as a human, shifting form once the leech
was before me. I was more concerned with not keeping
Marissa from seeing me take the wolf before having a
chance to prepare her than I was with saving her life.
The latter seemed easier than the former.
Livingston had left the kitchen door slightly ajar,
which seemed fortuitous, but the hinges whined as I
nudged it further open. I stood, half in and half out,
listening for responding noises. Hearing none, I made
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my way upstairs to Marissa’s bedroom. I knew what I
would find there before I was even halfway up the
stairs. The blood scent was hot and fresh and nearly
overpowering, tinged with terror and panic. I leapt up
the remaining stairs and barreled through the closed
door.
Her bedroom had become an abattoir, snowy-white
linens now covered in thick, dark red. Her sable curls
were matted with it, plastered to her skin and pillow.
Livingston crouched over her, blood smeared across his
grinning maw. “Too late, little cur,” he hissed.
I choked down the howl that threatened to escape
and threw myself at him, desperate for the feel of his
neck between my jaws. I was the hunter, and he, my
prey. My instincts told me I had him. But with
preternatural speed, he evaded my lunge and hopped out
the open window. An oversized bat fluttered away into
the night, but a man’s laughter rang in my ears.
I spun, panting, to examine Marissa. I assumed
Livingston’s words meant he’d drained her dry, but her
chest still rose and fell, the rhythm quick but regular,
and she pressed a hand to her throat. I looked up further,
to her face, and found her eyes wide and glassed-over
with shock. I stepped toward the bed, and she cringed
back before I remembered that a wolf in her bedroom
might be just as frightening as a leech. I crouched down,
concentrated, and took back the form of a woman, then
stumbled toward the bed.
Marissa still cringed away from me, bewilderment
clear on her face, but I ignored it this time, assessing her
state: she’d lost a lot of blood, but not so much that she
couldn’t recover. Livingston had clearly wanted a
spectacle rather than a meal. I ripped off strips of
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Marissa’s bedsheet to dress her wounds as well as I
could without choking her, then pressed her hand back
against her throat.
“Keep pressing,” I rasped, my throat tight with
humiliation. “You’ll need a doctor’s care. I’ll …” I
looked around, considering how to draw her family’s
attention to her and not to me. I crouched back down, let
out the most piercing scream I could manage, then
bolted on all fours, my hands and bare feet changing to
thick paws that carried me swiftly down the stairs.
I had seen carnage before that night, but always
managed to remain detached. As I tore my way out of
Marissa’s house, though, everything I’d been taught in
the event a hunt went wrong, everything I’d been taught
about keeping myself and my secrets safe, flew out of
my head. I was halfway home before I realized what I
was doing. Not only might there be problems if a wolf
were spotted in the middle of New Haven, but I could
have led Livingston straight home. Mother could still
fight—indeed, she stopped hunting less because of the
missing leg than because her heart wasn’t in it—and so
could her sisters, presumably, though they’d retired
from the hunts long ago, when they had children, but I
couldn’t stomach a second mid-night ambush.
I detoured into the woods and took as circuitous a
route as I could manage. False dawn had begun to glow
in the east when I dragged myself into the house,
exhausted and fit to burst with emotion. I crept into
Mother’s room, but she was already awake, or perhaps
awake still, sitting in her wingback chair by the window.
I hadn’t wept, not truly, since I was a child, but I
dropped my head into her lap and sobbed. She stroked
my tangled hair, and eventually I told her everything,
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explaining as well I could the things I didn’t have words
for. She was so still and quiet, but she kept stroking my
hair. I wonder now if she thought of my father, of
whatever had gone so terribly wrong that night, or if she
simply wondered how she’d raised such an imbecile.
That’s unfair—it’s a judgment more befitting my
aunts than Mother. She wasn’t safe from their scalding
tongues, either, like when they all but pronounced it was
her own fault for losing her leg given how she’d insisted
on continuing to hunt. Perhaps her sisters were right:
perhaps she coddled me, or allowed me too much
freedom, so I developed into the odd creature I am
today. But in those moments when it was just me and
Mother, I always felt loved and accepted.
Once I calmed enough to see things more clearly,
Mother told me of Livingston, how he’d been in New
England for close to a century, though he’d been spotted
as far west as Buffalo, as far north as Montréal, our
family nipping at his heels all the while. He was an
opportunist—even more so than most leeches—and he
was canny. Mother speculated that we knew his name
only because he’d let it slip on purpose.
“I must hunt him,” I finally said.
That stopped Mother’s stroking hand. She reached
down, took my chin, tilted my head up to look into my
eyes. She searched for a moment, then said, “You
haven’t enough experience.”
I fixed my mouth into a grim line. “What better way
to gain more?”
She shook her head. “Josephine… I know better than
to tell you ‘no.’ Once you began hunting, I knew you
might well die before me, and I know part of my
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wanting to keep you by my side is selfish—I feel I can
always protect you that way.”
“I’m a woman grown, Mother,” I said gently. “It
isn’t upon you to protect me anymore.” She frowned,
began to object, but I went on. “I couldn’t live with
myself if I didn’t pursue him.” Some might think, since
we’re female, that we wouldn’t concern ourselves with
honor, but I knew Mother saw things as I did. She
nodded, slowly, but the frown remained.
She convinced me to stay a few days to discuss
strategy, during which time Aunt Catherine overheard
us. We told her an abbreviated version of the story, but
it was difficult not to feel she looked at me with
suspicion after that, and soon Aunt Teresa did as well.
Focused as I was on hunting Livingston, I couldn’t
muster the energy to worry about their disapproval.
During this time I prowled regularly outside
Marissa’s family home—I saw her once more and was
simultaneously overjoyed to see her alive and
heartbroken at her weakened state—but Livingston had
clearly moved on. Mother and I knew the battles to the
south attracted the leeches: death and strife were draws
to begin with, and the ensuing chaos gave them ample
opportunity to feed. We heard tales of fields covered in
writhing, moaning bodies, and it was all too easy to
imagine how thoroughly leeches would take advantage.
As it turned out, though, Livingston was drawn west, to
the hotly contested territory between Missouri and
Kansas, already soaked with blood.
Tracking has always been a particular skill of mine,
and so I followed him, eventually making my way to
Lawrence and a room at the City Hotel. I’ve come so
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close to catching him, yet he continues to escape.
Mother was right; my inexperience is a hindrance.

After my embarrassment on the banks of the river, I
run until I am exhausted, then make my way back to
town, sneaking into the hotel and dropping quickly off
to sleep. I find no peace in dreams—snatches of the hunt
come back to me, mixed with images of battlefields
seen in newspapers, and Marissa’s voice floating over it
all. When I wake on a ragged breath, kicking my way
out of tangled sheets, the sun is already past its peak in
the sky, and the heat is nearly smothering.
The previous occupant of this room left behind a few
books, two on obscure aspects of Christian theology,
and the third a surprisingly romantic novel. I try to
read—Mother has always cautioned me to keep my
mind as fit as my body—but I spend more time looking
out the window than at the lines on the page. I cannot
catch Livingston by thinking solely like a wolf any more
than I can thinking solely like a human. If I’m to catch
him at all, I must find a way to combine, and go beyond,
both ways of thinking.
Midday brings the mail, and there’s an oversized
letter for me from Connecticut. I rip open the envelope,
eager for news from Mother, but I unfold her stationery
to find a second envelope tucked within. Tears sting the
corners of my eyes as the scent of lilacs wafts from the
paper. I draw a deep breath, then return my attention to
Mother’s letter.
Life with the aunts continues as usual, though their
frustration with Mother’s permissiveness where my
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behavior is concerned has increased. Mother asks,
almost casually, how I find Kansas in July—and then
she tells me that Marissa came to the house looking for
me, that Mother explained everything, that Marissa still
wants to continue our friendship, and I have to stop
reading and tear into Marissa’s envelope.
She echoes Mother’s words about coming to the
house and learning our secrets, then goes on to talk
about Kansas: I have been reading everything I can
access at the library about what the papers still call
‘Bleeding Kansas’ and the strong people who made that
wild land their home. I believe I would like to encounter
those people, to feel that prairie wind and see liberty
grow in a new place. She doesn’t say so directly, but
clearly in spite of everything Mother told her, Marissa
wants to join me in Kansas. I can scarcely believe my
eyes, but it’s right before me, ink on paper. I search for
pen and paper and immediately plan my reply, my hope
renewed almost beyond imagining.
At sunset I make my way down to the lounge to
socialize with other hotel guests. The war, and the
meaning and import of liberty, are fairly standard topics
of discussion, which makes me feel almost at home. The
freed and runaway slaves living in shanties at the edge
of town, and whether they can be included under the
banner of liberty ostensibly being fought for, sometimes
come up, and ideas on that subject vary. It’s possible I
have much better cause than the people with whom I
speak to know that those former slaves—and those still
in bondage—are just as human as those who hold forth
on their humanity. The leeches feed on them just as
readily.
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As the stars begin to reveal themselves, we sit down
to the meal, though our hostess immediately excuses
herself to welcome in a latecomer. When they come in, I
gasp: it’s Livingston. He is all charm and wit, pulling a
tittering laugh out of the hostess before making eye
contact with me. I can see Marissa’s blood on his face
almost as clearly as if it were still there, and his
eyeteeth, just a bit bigger and darker than the
surrounding teeth, gleam in the lamplight. He is
laughing at me as much as ever, but only he and I can
hear it.
Our hostess makes introductions, and Livingston
waves her off when she gets to me. “Josephine and I
knew one another back east,” he says, with just enough
of a leer that I blush and turn away, mortified at the
suggestion, at what the other people in the room will
think of it. Supper is served—cold fried chicken, corn,
biscuits—and I imagine myself vaulting over the table,
shifting form as I fly, my dress shredding at the seams
and splitting down the middle. For a fraction of a
moment I wonder which would be more scandalous,
becoming a wolf or losing my dress. I imagine my jaws
clamping down around Livingston’s throat, my teeth
piercing his papery skin and crushing his windpipe.
I manage to make pleasantries even as the perverse
scene runs through my head. The gentleman next to me
pours me a glass of lemonade, and as I sip it, feeling the
sweet tartness bloom over my tongue, I force myself to
focus. There is more going on here than just Livingston
taunting me. Were he planning on feeding on these
people, he would have begun already. He has a plan, I
think, something beyond me, beyond our conflict,
perhaps even beyond the conflict between our kinds.
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He takes his leave at the end of the meal. A few
minutes later I persuade the man I’ve been sitting beside
to accompany me on a walk in the moonlight. The town
is on high alert, as rumors of an attack from pro-slavery
bushwhackers have trickled in. We are far enough from
the state line that many dismiss the rumors, but others
make sure the armory is fully stocked, and watch, and
wait.
I fear I might make poor company, because my
thoughts flit between past events and what Livingston’s
future plans might be. As a woman, I cannot patrol the
block on my own without raising suspicion, but I find
ways, like feigning more than friendly interest in a man
so I may stroll along Massachusetts Street, Lawrence’s
main thoroughfare. I bring up a dependable topic, Union
versus Confederacy, and consider the rumors of proSouthern raiders in Missouri recruiting others to their
ranks. Union supporters have been speaking of the battle
in Gettysburg as such a major achievement that victory
must soon follow, and that may be so, but I know just
how vicious a trapped animal can be, and I fear there are
dark days to come.

Days become weeks, and Livingston and I circle
each other like dogs before a fight. It is clear to me,
however, that as much as I am focused on him, he is not
similarly focused on me. He meets with bushwhackers
regularly, and I believe he knows I see those meetings.
After the last full moon, I suspect he’s taunting me,
daring me to call the people of Lawrence to arms.
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The moon goes dark, and under her shadow I am at
the nadir of my strength. I lose half a day to terrible
cramps, but when I’m able to move again, I secure a
pistol and bullets. One thing all of my family, all of my
predecessors, have agreed on is that fighting with
firearms is beneath us. We’re best suited to fighting up
close, they say, to the elegance of tooth and claw, as
opposed to the barbarity of gunpowder and metal. But
why not make use of human weapons along with those
of the wolf? Those who came before were no more
successful at catching Livingston than I have been. I
spend as much time as I can on target practice; I have
little enough ammunition to spare compared to what I
think I’ll need, but I can’t afford to miss if I get the
chance, either.
News from Kansas City trickles our way: soldiers on
the border have been gathering bushwhackers’ family
members in hopes it will stop their raids. They’re not
called hostages, of course, but it amounts to the same
thing. Some of them were kept in a building that then
collapsed, and while it looks to have been merely a
tragic accident, I can’t help but wonder. No one in
Lawrence thinks twice of the handful of women who
were killed, but it seems a handy excuse for renewed
violence. In spite of the anxiety of the last full moon, the
rumors have quieted, and most people see the fifty miles
to the state border as a more than adequate cushion.
I continue to prepare and to track Livingston as the
moon waxes, mailing updates to Mother and Marissa
every few days, urging them to have the patience I lack,
to consider their own safety before making any travel
plans. The moon is half full when I have perhaps my
most triumphant day: I think I may have found
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Livingston’s nest, ten miles to the south and east. It is
long past nightfall, though the western horizon still
glows violet, fading into the dark indigo of the rest of
the sky. I snuffle quietly through the brush, following a
fresh trail, and look up to see in the distance the outline
of an old stone cabin nestled into a dry creek bed. I
move slowly, making sure I’m downwind of the cabin,
then sink to the ground. Before long I see Livingston is
up and about, and soon after that I see torchlight, as a
cluster of scruffy men creep their way to the door. It
looks like they’re wearing uniforms, but old and tattered
ones, and their scent is intense and feral, like they’ve
spent weeks in the wilderness, on horseback. I bristle at
the thought that they’ve beat me to my prey, but when
they knock, Livingston welcomes them in as friends. I
want so badly to attack, but I’ve the presence of mind to
know it’s a terrible idea. Best to wait one more day,
catch Livingston alone, while the sun is still up, and trap
him inside the cabin.
I return to Lawrence, careful to cover my own tracks,
taking such a roundabout route that when I tiptoe back
up to my room at the hotel, I hear the clock above the
hearth strike two. I know better than to let myself feel
cocksure, but the idea that I might end this hunt
tomorrow and turn my full attention to a reunion with
Marissa is too appealing to keep entirely at bay.
Just over three hours later, I’m awake and throwing
on my nightgown—it’s been far too hot to sleep
clothed—before I’m fully aware. The air is stale and
still, even this early in the morning. I realize what noise
woke me when I hear it again: gunfire. It comes from
the south, but it doesn’t sound like dawn exercises at the
recruit camp. I take a moment, close my eyes, focus. I
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hone in on horses, shouts, screams. I stuff my feet into
boots, snatch up my pistol, and dash down the stairs.
I’m not the only one awake, and more people trip
down the stairs every few minutes. I want to run out and
join in the fray, and several men in the room express
similar sentiments, but we have no sense of what’s
actually going on. A breathless man bursts in to pass
along the news: a whole regiment of bushwhackers has
descended on the town. They’ve gunned down the
recruits and are spreading out, calling men out, killing
and looting and setting fire to buildings. The sun is up,
and I’m wearing a calico nightgown. What in heaven’s
name am I supposed to do?
A knock sounds at the door—so strangely polite,
under the circumstances—and the proprietor opens it,
letting two of the raiders into the front hall. The three
men speak in low tones, and the woman beside me, a
widow from Illinois named Caroline, reaches out for my
free hand. Her palm is clammy and trembling, her face
pale, and I think immediately of Marissa. Caroline has
reason beyond leeches to be pale and shaky, though, and
this hardly seems the time for bizarre questions, so I
simply lead her to a chair. She collapses into it and
weeps softly, but when I glance toward the door, it
doesn’t seem the men wish us harm. They appear to be
acquainted with, even friendly toward, the proprietor. I
think, fleetingly, how I wish I’d known that before
choosing to reside here, but then the door opens again
and dozens of people stream in, most in nightclothes or
hastily-pulled-on trousers, many with tear-stained faces
or expressions of dull resignation. I recognize a few
from my evening strolls, and my guess, soon confirmed,
is that this group is made up of the residents and
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employees of the Eldridge House, the jewel of
Massachusetts Street. They’ve been robbed but not
harmed, though one man grimly tells me he saw a young
man try to climb the courtyard fence, only to be shot
down.
Once everyone is crowded into the small lobby, with
a number of people spilling into the lounge and dining
room, a man carrying a sizable revolver in one hand and
a sweat-stained, tasseled hat in the other steps inside.
Something about him, though I’m not sure what, puts
ice in my belly. He nods to the proprietor, then speaks to
the people gathered before him.
“You are safe here,” he states. “Remain in this
haven, and do not attempt to go into the streets.” Then
he turns and leaves, and from the sound of it, he and his
followers take their mayhem back to Massachusetts
Street. I hear the murmurs as they pass from the
newcomers to the residents of the City Hotel: That was
the man himself, a well-known pro-Southern raider.
William Quantrill.
I still have no notion of what to do, but know I can’t
sit quietly while the city is under attack. “You just stay
right here,” I tell Caroline. “You’ll be safe, just as the
man said.” I squeeze her hand and begin to move away.
Caroline looks up at me with too-wide eyes. “Where
are you going?”
I smile, aiming to express confidence and calm, as if
this is something I’ve encountered before, a storm easily
weathered. “I’m just going upstairs for a moment. I’ll be
back before you know it.” I free my hand from hers and
turn away, moving slowly through the crowd back
toward the stairs, doing my best not to draw attention to
myself.
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Once upstairs, I open a few doors before finding a
young gentleman’s room. I pull on his trousers—snug
around my hips and too long, but I’ll manage—and a
shirt, grab his hat off the dresser, and head toward the
back of the building. In another unlocked room I open
the window, lean out, look around. The alley is empty. I
pile my hair on my head and pull the hat down over it,
tucking in stray wisps, then shove my pistol into the belt
of my stolen trousers.
I climb out the window and manage to scale down
just a few feet before losing my grip, twisting as I fall to
get my feet back under me. I roll as I hit the ground, so I
end up scraped and dusty but not too much the worse for
wear. I set off down the alley, toward the river, trying to
keep distance between myself and the sounds of
already-drunken shouting, gunfire, screams, and
breaking glass. I can smell buildings burning before I
see the smoke rising into the air, but it’s not long before
the previously clear sky is darkened.
I make a wide loop around and ultimately toward the
park, keeping as much out of sight as I can. Bands of
bushwhackers are spread about, some clearly looking
for particular enemies, others content to loot and burn. I
see several of the uniformed men from Livingston’s
cabin wreaking havoc, confirming my suspicions. I keep
heading west, and soon reach a home that’s been set
ablaze. A woman struggles to pull a bucket from the
well, and before I realize what I’m doing, I’ve rushed
over to help her. The fire is mostly confined to one
corner of the house—the confinement aided by the lack
of any breeze—and between the two of us we manage to
get it extinguished. I pull up one more bucket from the
well, and we both drink from it before dropping to the
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ground. I slide the hat off my head and let my hair pool
down around my shoulders.
The woman watches me for a few moments, but
doesn’t comment on my appearance, just fans her skirts
around her legs while I fan my face with the hat. “They
were after James—my husband,” she tells me. “They
made sure he wasn’t hidden here somewhere, then took
what they could and set the fire. They let me save the
portrait, though.” She nods at a painting of a young girl,
and I wonder about the woman’s life, about how many
times she’s had to rebuild before today and how many
times she’ll rebuild again after.
After I’ve caught my breath, I set out, moving back
toward the center of town. Many fires have been set,
and with the men either killed or hiding, women and
children are left to fight the blazes. I help where I can—
some fires are easily put out, but many homes are lost. I
see one group of women succeed at putting a fire out,
only to have a raider come back to reignite it.
For the most part, the women are left alone, so they
do what they can, fighting fires, pulling corpses off the
street, covertly treating the wounded, lest a rebel come
back to finish the job. Many of the bodies on the ground
have been fired into several times, and several are men
who still breathe, but play ‘possum as well as they can.
The sun is not yet at its zenith when the
bushwhackers decide that their work is done, that
they’ve raided as much of Lawrence’s wealth as they
can carry, and they ride back out. Once they’re gone and
the town has mostly quieted, men climb out of hidden
cellars and other hiding places, and the people of
Lawrence survey the results of the attack. I leave them
to it—I have what are, to me, more pressing matters. I
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know Livingston helped instigate this latest eruption of
violence, and I need to find him.
I need to end him.
People trickle into town, from farmers who saddled
their horses as soon as they saw the smoke to residents
who fled into cornfields and woods when they heard
they were being hunted. I recognize the grim
determination on the faces of those who are still up and
moving: their road will be long, to be sure, and it might
lead elsewhere—it might be that this time Lawrence has
been destroyed for good, but if it cannot be rebuilt, it
won’t be for lack of trying on these people’s part.
My time is now. I unhitch a draft horse from a dusty
cart. The bay gelding’s eyes roll a bit at my scent, but he
is otherwise steady. Many horses smell the predator in
me and won’t let me near them, but this one is either too
dull or too stubborn to care. I swing myself up onto his
back, grasp his harness in one hand and thread the
fingers of the other through his dark mane, and dig my
heels into his sides. We walk out of town, my head
tucked down in hopes that I won’t draw attention to
myself, and then when we hit the prairie, I lean down
and give the horse as much of his head as I dare, urging
him up to a canter. We have much ground to cover
before the sun sets.
The miles seem to pass more quickly on the back of
a horse than when I’m running on my own four paws,
not because this beast is any faster than I am, but rather
because I’m more easily distracted in my human form.
The images of charred corpses and terrified and
exhausted women race through my head, and I’m
reminded that while I hunt monsters—while I might be
called a monster myself—sometimes the cruelty men
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visit upon one another seems worse than anything a
leech can dream up. Yet in this moment it seems easier
to kill a leech than to kill men’s fear and hatred of
difference.
When I’m a half-mile or so outside Livingston’s den,
I slow and stop the horse, sliding off onto wobbly legs. I
point the horse back toward town, give his ears a quick
rub, then slap his rump, and with a swish of his tail he
trots in that direction. I kick off my stolen boots, pull
out and double-check my pistol, and make my way, as
quietly as I can, toward Livingston. As I walk, I can’t
help but think of all that could go wrong, beginning and
ending with Livingston having moved on. It’s possible
he assumed I would be preoccupied with the aftermath
of the raid, if I hadn’t managed to get myself caught in
the crossfire, and found a way to sneak away while my
back was turned. When I’m within twenty yards of the
cabin, though, I catch his scent and know he’s in there.
My heart races like a rabbit’s as I fight the urge to burst
in. Instead, I take my time, approaching quietly,
carefully, until the moment when I use my shoulder and
hip to shove the door open.
He’s awake, just biding his time until the sun is far
enough down that it won’t sear his flesh, and I dare say
he wasn’t expecting me. He whirls to face me, but I
manage to get a shot fired before he can close the
distance. I aim for his heart, but between my nerves and
the moving target, I only get his left shoulder. It’s a
solid shot, though, and I see the shock on his face that
I’ve managed to wound him.
The sound of shredding fabric is muted by the roar in
my ears as I shift into wolf form, diving across the room
and landing on Livingston before he’s even caught his
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balance from the shot. He grapples with me, using my
own momentum to push me off, past him, and I skid
across the packed-dirt floor. He crouches, grunts, then
curses, the lead bullet lodged in his shoulder perhaps
preventing his own shape-shifting. Then I am on him
again, a growl rumbling from deep in my chest and
ripping out in a snarl, the best way to express my anger
and hatred. I snap my jaws at his throat but don’t quite
make contact, and we are rolling across the floor,
slamming into heavy furniture, a kerosene lamp
crashing against a wall, flames licking at the heavy
drapes, and there’s no time to worry about more fire
because I have him now, and nothing, not even fear for
my own life, can get in the way.
There is a sharp pain beneath my ribs, ice-cold stab
followed by slow burn, and I catch what looks like
triumph flash across Livingston’s face. I lose my
bearings for a moment and he is on top of me, but I am
stronger. He has underestimated me. We roll again, and
I see flame, and smell the sick sweetness of singed fur,
and the pain beneath my ribs still throbs hot and cold—
and then I have Livingston pinned. There is just enough
time for the triumph in his eyes to fade to horror before
my teeth close around his neck, piercing skin, snapping
tendons, crushing his windpipe, just as I’d imagined. I
bite down with all my might, then tear back, ripping out
his throat. He sags beneath me, the fight gone from him
as blood gushes hot and dark in the flickering light, but I
do it again, bite and tear. I know he might yet recover
even now—I need to remove his head entirely.
I shift back into human form, and that’s when I
realize I’ve been stabbed: the pain beneath my ribs is a
knife wound that’s now the size of my thumb. Right
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now, all that means to me is that there’s a knife
somewhere in this room. A few moments of frantic
searching, shoving away splintered wood and scraps of
cloth, lead me to a hunting knife, one I’m sure
Livingston expected to use to claim his newest wolf
pelt. I saw frantically at Livingston’s neck, suddenly
desperate, terrified he’ll wake and kill me before I can
finish, feeling more nauseated with every snap and
crunch beneath my hand, but then I yank at his hair with
my free hand and it comes away, not cleanly but
completely. I run outside with it, feeling completely
ridiculous as I stand naked in the baked-dry dirt with my
hands on my knees, vomiting, with what looks like a
human head at my feet. His eyes are open, and he seems
to be mocking me still, but there’s no blood in my
vomit, which means at least it isn’t a gut wound.
I stagger back inside, and it finally sinks in that the
cabin is on fire. I grab what I can: some rags to dress my
wounds, whatever drapes aren’t aflame to cover myself,
and a satchel into which I stuff Livingston’s head. I will
leave his body to burn and throw his head into the
Kansas River, and then I will be done with him.
I sit outside, giddy, shaking with relief as I wrap the
rags around my ribs and watch the flames dance out of
the cabin’s windows. The sun sinks toward the horizon,
tinting the sky gold and pink, and the giddiness slowly
fades into exhaustion. I stand with a sigh, wrapping the
drapes around me, hitch the satchel over the shoulder
that isn’t burned bright pink, and trudge toward the
setting sun, back toward Lawrence. I begin composing a
letter to Marissa in my head, one in which I will
abandon talk of patience and safety and ask her outright
to come west to be with me. Dark clouds still linger
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above Lawrence—if they choose to rebuild, we will be
here to help.

Illustration © 2015, Laura-Anca Adascalitei.
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A Matter of Perspective
T.C. Powell
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Sullivan was his name and he wasn’t real. His lips
did not taste of ripe pear and his fingers did not trace my
ribs like a harp. Michelle, my wife, reminds me of this,
as we lounge at the kitchen table in our bathrobes eating
schmeared, too-toasted bagels and drinking black
coffee. Virtual reality was a game, a toy, and those
fantasy worlds were nothing more than interactive
stories. You didn’t watch Swan Lake, conclude that you

A Matter of Perspective

were a swan and fly away, did you? Of course not. Then
why would you call an equally fictitious Sullivan real?
Yet if I dreamed about him spooning me, his smooth
chest flush against my skin, and if our bedroom
conversations filled me with purpose and esteem—the
way he called me beautiful and made me believe it…
When we first made love, he (there was no he; there
was hard light; there were ones and zeroes and some
author’s imagination) was playing Rachmaninoff on a
baby grand while I tried to drink my sweet tea before
the ice melted. It was Atlanta, July, and sweltering (it
was Milwaukee, same as now). Sullivan was a student at
Julliard back for summer. I was a bartender; we met at
the bar. He’d come on to me, which I didn’t understand
at first—I’d never been with a man before (you still
haven’t, you goofball)—and I was frightened. Not of
him but of the parts of myself that I’d never questioned
or explored, that I simply thought were natural, and set,
and upon which I could rely. I thought I knew myself,
and it was the not knowing that—
He stopped playing, the last low chord lingering in
my spine. I could smell the nasturtiums in the garden on
the humid air, swirled by slow, swooping ceiling fans,
droning like lazy bumblebees. It wasn’t even dusk but I
knew he wanted me. I set the glass, slick with
condensation, onto the coffee table and turned to him as
he came. He leaned me back against the couch, took off
my glasses and kissed me, his stubble against my
tongue. He sucked my top lip into his mouth first, then
my bottom. His hands, on my shirt at my buttons, then
lower at my jeans, I wanted them—
Michelle clucks and pitches the rest of her bagel into
the garbage. The trash is full to overflowing, so she
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reminds me that I have to take it out today, and do the
dishes, and the laundry, if I’m not too busy
daydreaming. I tell her I will.
There are some parts of me that Michelle will never
understand, could never understand. But that was true of
Sullivan, too.
I quit the program but save my progress. I want to
come back to Michelle later to do those chores. That is
an important life to live, too. Or as Michelle would have
it, an important story. But first some time with Sullivan.
I hear him playing now.
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